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SUMMAR Y DESCRIPTION OF 
PROPOSAL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL RESTRAINTS 

TO COMPLEMENT THE CRIMINAL LAWS IN EFFECTING 
SUPPRESSION OF THE HEROIN TRAFFIC 

This submission consists of three documents. They should be 

read in the order listed. 

1. PROPOSAL FOR A CIVIL STATUTE TO AID IN 

SUPPRESSION OF THE HEROIN TRAFFIC (A Popular" Form 

Statement) 

2. PROPOSED EMERGENCY CIVIL DRUG CONTROL ACT 

3. MEMORANDUM OF APTHORITIES AND EXPLANATION 

IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED EMERGENCY DRUG CONTROL ACT 

The objective of this project is to structure a complete federal 

civil statute that will complement criminal.law enforcement .by reaching 

upper echelon criminals not now effectively and consistently reached by 

the criminal law J or likely to be so reached. Basically the concept 

derives from an estimate that the heroin traffic, insofar as relatively 

invulnerable to conventional law enforcement, is unvulne rable by reason 

of the rower of concentrated underworld money to corrupt local officials 

and police, plus intricate organization in which guiding intelligences are 

kept at such far remove from criminal hands that proofs beyond a rea-

sonable doubt are well-nigh impossible to assemble against careful 

crime syndicate leaderships. It was familiarity with the development 



and workings of the antitrust laws, particularly the Sherman Act where 

criminal and civil consequences arise from the same operative facts, 

(' 

with only the standards of proof and modes of trial varied, which pro-

vided the starting point whence grew the idea that viciously anti- social 

criminal businessmen also might be vulnerable, as are other business-

men, to civil restraints, provided a range of remedial devices can be 

developed which will tend to force an election to opt out of the h~roin 

traffic rather than run risks become exc!essive in relation to the reward. , 
I 

With the big criminal organization cur/!6ed or forced out, it long has 

I 
been the position of the police that olJdinary criminal law enforcement 

I 
J 

effectively can control in situations/ where criminal heads and hands 
I 

are one, or not sufficiently separ,ated to provide effective insulation 
i 

from proofs of .criminal compli~ity. 
I , 

The statute is narrowly targeted legislation, operative only 

during presidentially declared emergencies and with several safeguards 

to assure its operation will be suspended when the interplay of heroin 

addiction with street crime is sufficiently suppressed that the emergency 

fairly can be said at end. 

The central core of the statute is to declare illegal conspiracies to 

sell and deliver he.roi~ an!i other opium based drugs, and their sale~ ~r 

deliveries. Th!e implementation of civil restraints upon findings of these 

violations will be accomplished through verbatim adoption of the same lan-

guage as in Sherman Act Se ction 4. 15 U. S. C. §4. This is to make clear 

that this immense body of civil antitrust precedents provides an analogy 

2. 



/ 
for development of a. corresponding,' if different, body of law designed \ 
to identify and <7ombat the illicit big business of heroin trafficking. 

Once subjected to injunctions contemnors who fall to yield 

obedience to the terms of their decrees will be further subjected to 

heavy financial fo:deitures plus restraint(> of increas~ing intensity. 

Ultimately these restraints will become SO intense as to destroy the 

effectiveness of crime syndicate leaders to their organizations, but , 

it is estimated that so much will be put in hazard before this point is 

reached that intelligent decisions to abandon heroin trafficking will be 

compelled by rational ba.lancing o~ ,a prize grown inadequate agains,t a 

risk to the top men that has grown ex.cesslve. 

Trials, including contempt hearings (except i.n rare cases where 

criminal contempt citation is used), \viU be to federal district judges, 

not juries. Federal judges with their life tenures, usually high ethical 

standards and the community regard in which they are held. probably 

are the only class of persons in this country capable consistently of 

facing down both the blandishments and threats of really big crime. 

r,t is not intended to forego criminal prosecutions where these are 

possible, and it is noted that it often may be desirable to place convicted . .. 

criminals under civil dec'ree restraints as well, such as now occurs 

under the Sherman Act. Then. even after having serv,ed criminal jail 

sentences. a control restraining future behavior will continue ope rative 

that should prove even more effective than parole restraints. 

3. , 
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· A range of restraints will be stated in the legislation, in addition 

to encouraging the courts to develop appropriate restraints on their own 

as has occurred under the antitrust laws. Thes~ restraints will include 

the placing of personal fortunes at hazard of forfeiture in such fashion 

as to threaten concealed as well as revealed funds, geographical ex.clusions 

from areas, and monitoring attendances upon real recalcitran.ts. The 

whole list is considerably more exhaustive than this, but not here spelled 

out beyond these three. It is belie,ved that financial threat properly han-

dled usually will prove enough; however the Congress should arm the 

federal c~urts with a full range of recommended restraints in which it shares 

the responsibility. There should be no shrinking from the reality that the 

control of sophisticated organized crime in its heroin trafficking will 

need restraints which press up to the limits of what is constitutionally 

supportable, and occasionally a particular restraint even may fail its 

testing. :rhe nature of this threat to our society, coupled with narrowly 

targeted emergency legislation, should give a very long reach indeed. 

though. 

There are three important ancillary devices to be provided in 

aid of the central core of the statute: 

A. 

A consistent complaint of criminologists who have struggled 

with the problcrri of controlling organized crime. has been the inability, 

4. 



through cr iminal law, of outlawing spe cHic criminal associations and 

memberships therein. As a criminal law problem it probably is 

insuperable. However, in the same way that Sherman Act Section 4 

cases identify the entity that is an illegal conspiracy, then compel its 

dissolution, this statute is structured to outlaw crime syndicates that 

deal in heroin, then pi'oceed against individual notified member~ who 

fail to heed the decree in a fashion that will bring them into tIle ambit 

of the increasing restraints pattern already noted. The hearsay 

testimony of police intelligence experts in identifying these rather 

notorious crime associations is to be specifically authorized, removing , 

from the problems of. proceeding against these organizations the 

common law hearsay evidence rules. 

B. 

'There is incorporated a mean's of encouraging inner 

organization informers to inform against top crime leaders through a 

system of perpetuating their testimony on a basis it can be us'ed in 

criminal trials only if something happens to the informer. The conc:ept . . 
is to provide a lesser syndicate member \,,-!-to is feeling insecure for his 

life. or who wishes to deal for a lighter sentence in a criminal case 

and be secure, with a means to increase his security through the givinJ 

of testimony that can be used onl}' under this statute so long as he remains 

personally safe. "In effect the objective is to turn a crime boss's reactior. 

5. , 



exactly around in the case of these inforrners from what it now is, and 

make him actively need to', keep them alive and well for his own selfish 

ends. 

c. 

In instances where criminal convictions are obtained against 

minor heroin handlers who are tributary to but not of the inner organi-

zation of a crime syndicate, it is proposed to take simple "go and sin 

no more" injunctive decreer; against then'1 as well, then give notice to 

higher-ups who might deal with such persons of these de crees and their 

contents. -<The same would be done with consent decrees where these 

, could be obtained; in fact, even in the case of formal convictions, con'sent 

de'cree dispositions are more likely than formal decrees based on the 
, 

adverse findings already' ;nade in the criminal cases. ): Then, through 

a system of thes e notice 5 in' conjunction with the operation of Rule 65(d) 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; an increasingly pervasive web 

will be constructed that will make it very dangerous to deal with lesser 

drug handlers. This restraint probably never will reach higher than 

the middle range of crime syndicate personnel in its direct e££ective-

ness, but it will throw heroin distribution organizations into a constant 

and increasing ~urmoil as the members seek to keep track of who is 

subject to decree and who not lest they, as knowing aiders and abettors, 

~ .. 
thereby bring themselves within the ambit of the increasing restraints, 
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without evel· having been subject to an initial decree. Also, this device 

occasionally might produce an inner organization man willing to make a 

deal and inform against a higher up when! through carelessness, he 

compromised his syndicate organization •. 

CONCLUSION 

I have searched my mind over a period of several years and, within 

the lim its of constitutional requirements which cir cums cribe law enfor ce-

rnent in this country as nowhe re else ~n the world, this is the onl y stru cture 

I 'can conceive which has the potential to suppress and keep suppressed 

those a spe cts of the heroin t:raffic which effe ctivel y can defy conventional 

criminal law enforcement. In effect" the choice will be to get out of 

this particularly damaging anti- social criminal activity, or put every-

thing at hazard of judges sitting in equity. 'And equity is by far the 

most powerful body of l,aw known to the Anglo-American system --

so powerful that its workings always must be carefully circumscribed, 

. as is done in this statute. 

The statute and supporting memoranda shoUld be disseminated 

to the Senate and House Judiciary Committees, the Attorn~y General 

and the atto.rneys general of the several states. Also, it now is ready 

to form the basis of a series of seminars under the auspices of the Law 

.. I' • 
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Enforcement Assistance Administration in w~jch its structure' and 

probable effects can be probed by legislatQ'rs, judges, law enforcement 

personnel, and persons from the academic world. This next step 

should be undertaken this fall a.nd winter. 

( 
\ 
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PROPOSAL FOR A CIVIL STATUTE TO AID IN 

SUPPRESSION OF THE HEROIN TRAFFIC 

Big Crime and Law Enforcement 

The proof requirements of the crL'"ninal law were froza,n to 

the proof beyond a reasonable doubt standard with adoption of United 

States Constitution in 1787. Our criminal law was, a,nd still is, a 

system adequate to deal with individual criminals, and with relatively 

, 
uncomplicated criminal organizations. These have no large resources 

with which to corrupt law enforcement, while the law of averages 

practicaU y guarantees that systematic criminality where the head and 

hands are one, or not at far remove betwe.en, will result in arrests, 

with evidence upon which criminal convictions can be obtained. 

Beginning with the rumrunr.ing era in the 1920 I s there appeared 

the modern crime syndicate, essentially an American phenomenon 

which, for about a half- century now, has demonstrated itself practically 

invulnerable to destruction through conventional crilninal law enforce-

ment. The reasons are several. The Big Crime syndicates have money 

in huge quantity, with which they systematically purchase exemption from 

local law enforcement. Short of open bribes, political party organizations 



'~ 
! 

in many major states also are placed under obligation through contributions 

which give entry to officeholders to plead for, and obtain, spe cial treatment. 

Second is a discipline, chiefly modeled on the. Sicilian Mafia's code 

of omerta,whereby a perverse sense of "h~nor", back~d with threat~ ·of 

severe physical punishment, even death, are marshalled to ensure the. 

silence of the membership regardless of consequences. Then there is 
\ 

the tactic of~tilnidating witnesses and juries in cases that do go to trial. 

Most important of all, though, is the blunt reality that, given 

wealth, numbers and brains, .any intelligent man bent on crilne' could 

structure aq organization sufficiently insulated tha't the crilninal law's 

requirements of proofs beyond a rea~;onable doubt cannot be approached, 

much less met. Prosecutors understandably do not seek indictInents where 

there is no reasonable chance of proving the case - - and a responsible 

position can be taken that it would be unjustifiable·harassment to do 

otherwise. 

Thus, if a top boss is wary, if he gives his orders with sufficient 

care to avoid electronic surveillance, acting' only through a c,?mpletely 

trusted man with no one else present, then if this order is pas sed down 

through two or three more levels in like manner with the orde! giver 

identifying the order as his and no more until finally it rea'ches the action 

man who will perform the criminal act, there simply cannot come into 

~ \' . existence evidence· remotel y approaching the cr iminal standard against 

the men, at the top. 
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The criminal hands, chiefly recruited from among the poor (though, 

to a distressing extent, also those who do not have the excuse of poverty 

and lack of prospects) are, and ever will be, in cheap supply. Thus the 

pushers, the pimps, the numbers runners., the muscle men, the "mules" 

who carry heroin into this country for their syndicate masters - - all 

these are expendable. And in fact they are expend.ed in rather in1pressive 

numbers, for the criminal law works with considerable efficacy at this 

level, though sentences tend to be light enough the convicts too soon are 

back at their criminal work. But enforcement that fails to reach the brains, 

the pools of. illicit wealth, and the conspiratorial entities which the s yn-

dicates are, leaves Big Crime essentially unhurt. The criminal law 

pierces through at the top today only when there has been avoidable care-

lessness. 

The inner organization membership of Big Crime, which effe c-

tively supervises and dominates several hundred thousand lesser criminals, 

consists of no more than about 5,000 men, most of whom are identified. 

Even of these the great majority are order takers, not ultimate decision 

makers (though many are capable of moving on up if a boss for any reason 

no longer is useful to his organization, a thing the bosses kno~ and fear). 

It probably is true that the order_giving brains of Big Crime are concen-

trated in less than 50 intelligent, shrewd, amoral, vicious masters. 

These men-are big bus inessmen. Their businesses are irnmense 
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conglomerates of crime. Gambling, the biggest source of revenue, has 

been estimated at revenues of seven billion dollars a year. There also 

are extortion, fe,""dng stolen goods, loansharking, labor union racketeering 

and prostitution, to name some others, R;elativel y low on the list - - it 

probably yields Big Crime revenues on the order of 300 to 500 million 

dollars a year - - is the heroin traffic. (Heroin today is a five billion 
l 

dollar illegal enterprise, but most of this sum is retained by the myriad 

of small dealers and their pushers who take over after the syndicat,es, 

as primary importers, break bulk after the initial smuggling, and sell 

to tributary, dealers for ultimate sale to addict co'nsumers by street 

pushers. ) 

Big Crime will not be defeated in this country until a way, con-

sistent with the strictures of our Constitution, is developed that is able 

to reach through to its guiding intelligences. This can be done. This 

statement, however, is concerned with a proposed less ambitious and 

more urgent. The experience gained, though, might on~ day finally break 

the back of Big Crime. 

The activities of Big Crime are bearable in the sense that faH,ure 

to suppress them does not t.hreaten an immediate social break~own, 

except for hero in. This drug is producing a reign of ter ror in our cities 

that is c~used by addicts desperate to obtain the funds to buy their drug. 

Existing levels of this criminality are coupled with a rate of increase 
~ '. 
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which implies escalation in the next decade or so to levels that could 

produce social breakdown in our major cities. There is really no 

hope of suppressing this blight through law enforcement unless the Big 

Crime syndicates can be driven from the ~raffic, and the way barred 

to ambitious petty criminal groups with ambitions to grow and replace 

them. 

The way to accomplish this is to make heroin trafficking an 

unacceptable risk to th(~ statuses of t.he crime boss chiefs of their syn-

dicates, to their accumulated wealth, and to the very existence of the 

syndicateas.sociations themselves .. Businessmen; including criminal 

businessmen, will not risk too much to gain too little. 

The He'roin Curse 

My proposed statute, hereafter explained in some detail, 

is emergency legislation directed at the narcotic drug heroin q,l9ne. It 

can be amended, but it should not unles's another drug threatens com-

parable social damage. Other drugs, including the opium and morphine 

bases from which heroin is der.ived. at. present are controlled sufficiently 

by the Drug Abuse and Control Act of 1970, and the conventional criminal 

laws. Heroin is not. 

'Heroin is a uniquely dangerous drug. It is at once psychologically 

and physical! y addicting. This'means the pleasure it gives is attended .. ." 
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by pronounced physical body craving such as the need for water felt by 

a man suffering from dehydration. In the case of this drug the craving 

is peculiarly intense, probably in good part because even though its 

initial pleasures have receded the need, if the agonies of withdrawal 

are to be avoided, ever intensifies. 

Given an adequate supply of heroin a:nd circumstanoes where he 

is not engaged in a constant 11hustle" to get the wherewithal to purchase 

it, inadequate evidence suggests the probable state of a typical addict 

is one of lethargic passiveness, attaining an almost dreamlike quality 

in the IIhigh') intervals following each injection: Alcohol, amphetamines 

or barbiturates, by comparison, are drugs of raw violence in their effects 

upon users, And here is a critical distinction. ~t is not while he is sated 

with his drug, and has an adequate supply for future needs as well, that 

the heroin addict is dangerou~. His condition is exactly otherwise; it 

is whHe "h.e is in point of time remove"d from his last "fix" and engaged 

in the quest, usually criminal, to assure he will get the next one. (And 

the typical addict has little or no reserve5 of cash or heroin, which 

I 
increases his sense of desperation). Failure to perceive this very 

I 
critical distinction has produced some misleading comparisons between 

alcoholics and heroin users which obscure recognition of the special natu"re 

of heroin addiction. Heroin is dangerous to society because of the all-

compelling drive to obtain it felt by its users. 

-6-
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Even pressed by their need, it is undoubtedly the case that heroin 

addicts prefer non-violent crimes of stealth to physical assaults. Their 

desperation is so great, however, and in the situation of most their 

talents are so limited, that they are driv~n in numbers to muggings, 

purse snatchings and armed robberies - - the so- called street crimes. 

In these situations their victims, preferably the old and the weak-who 
l 

are easier victims, get hurt, even killed. Moreover, burglary, usually 

classified a non-violent crime of stealth, is a crime of terror to per-

sons whose neighborhoods are so invaded this nighttime crime of 

stealth becqmes a feared prospect to be endured each night anew . 

. Burglary is one of the most common addict crimes. 

The overall police evidence is too strong to ignore. It is heroin 

which has produced the unacceptable levels of fear in large sections of 

our cities, particularly in the northeast. And the rate of increase in 

the last decade suggests a doubling of addict population about every 

four years. This can engulf our cities (and eventually their suburbs) 

in crime and terror in such degree only the very rich can be secure, 

living under the protection of hired guards. 

Heroin actually is ~ cheap drug. It is because its production and 

supply system is complex enough that, interacting with intensive law 

enforcement, it becomes expensive. Not surpris ingly, recognition of 

this has given rise to proposals by some persons with rather impressive 

-7-
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credentials. that heroin simply be legalized, or at least be made available 

to anyone who is or becomes an addict. 

There is no doubt this would totally destroy all financial in centive 

for organized crime to continue with the t!affic. And,' subject onJ.y to 

" 
l' the admonition .that a large increase in addict population might in some 

degree offset the abatement in street crime otherwise to be anticipated, , 

there should be a ve ry substantial decrease in addict- committed crime. 

Unfortunately for thi.s seemingly easy solution, there are two 

hurdles. The first (and it is unsurmountable in any time frame that 

could be acc.eptable for getting the heroin- caused crime plague under 

control) is that there is no chance in the next few years -- and probably 

no chance for much longer - - that the American ele ctorate could be 

persuaded to attempt this solution. 

The second is that in their reluctance there is an excellent 

probability the public instinct is right, that an unacc€,ptable tradeoff 

is involved. Given large quantities of heroin about under at best loose 

controls, the boredom and recklessness of many of our people, par-

ticularly the young, and peer group pressures to "try it," it is no wild 

surmise we soon might hav:e ten or more millions of addicts. The route 

from experimentation to addiction is very short with this drug, and its 

initial pleasures are so intense as to offer a glimpse of paradise, albeit 

.. .. , it ultimately tragically false . 
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It becomes critical to know what would be the human quality of these 

addicts. Would they be welfare cases, and the rest of society faced 

with the alternatives of financial breakdown to care for them and their 

dependents, or, alternately, a rejection ~f responsibility, resulting in 

Asiatic attitudes where able men quite literally pass by other men dying 

of disease and malnutrition with indifference? 

Unfortunately there is little hard evidence. The sated heroin 

addict is lethargic and withdrawn. If this means he is unreliable in re-

porting for work shifts, that his work at so dull a task as the production 

lines would ,contain unacceptable levels of error as a restllt of inattention, 

there is a huge problem here. Demanding employments" in the sens~ of 

such things as production lines (and not such things as medical practice, 

or the arts which are not demanding in this sens,e, though much more 

intelle ctual) are the sort of gainful employments on which most addicts 

would have to rely. If they couldn't meet these requir~ments they 

would swell the ranks of unemployables now on welfare. The burden 

of these, without the addltion of an immensely greater mass of heroin 

victims, already strains the pocketbooks and tempers of taxpa;yers. 

There should be co.nducted careful studies of the physical and mental 

qualities, and responsibility attitudes, of heroin addicts who are relieved of 

the constant hustle to obtain their drug. There are addicts enough now that 

a pool of subjects. is at hand, experimentation with which will not increase their 

- 9-



damage. It would be irresponsibility of the worst sort to let what probably 

would be an irreversible condition arise in a large segment of our population 

unless we can predict with certainty it won1t happen. This, too, involves 

an unacceptable time element for the contr.ol problem is now. 

The possibility of drying up foreign sources of heroin through 

cessation of poppy cultivation can be dismissed quite shortly. Giv.en , 

peasant poverty, human greed, venal politics, the fact many nations 

of the world do not effe ctivel y control the ir hinterlands and the consideration 

opium narcotics have legitimate uses justifying a production many times 

that needed ~or illicit heroin, no responsible observer believes any except 

a minor degree of suppression can be effected by this means. This does 

not mean foreign opium controls should be abandoned. Everything helps. 

Like it or not, then, we are driven back upon internal domestic 

solutions. And the internal bottleneck where the traffic is vulnerable 

if it is vulnerable anywhere is the Big Crime syndicate, a type 

o f criminal association which has proved itself quite invulnerable 

to conventional criminal law enforcement. 

If a successful combination of programs suppressing heroin is 

developed, we must have r~ady clinics to which the desperate addicts 

will be driven in their need for physical relief. Straight society needs 

this prote etion from the addicts, for the supply will not at once end, only 

tighten. Also, the existence of the clinics will help in the battle. Though 

-10-



addicts do not leave their drug willingly, ther~ is a difference between 

reluctance and desperation in the crirnir;.ality likely to be caused. 

One day, perhaps, an effective heroin antagonist will be developed. 

One hopes, but that day is not yet. Pracqcal men work with what they have. 

What we have right now is a prospect of making the heroin supply so tight 

there will be no surplus with which to re cruit new addicts, ,and beyond 

that a deficit so great that existing addicts will be forced to the methadone 

clinics. Because, unfortunately, the psychological aspe ct of heroin addic-

tion means the rule is once an addict always an addict, the pressure must 

be unremitti.pg, over many years, not just sporadic. Only so can the 

condition fin all y be rooted out. 

The Powers of the Equity Side of Our Law 

Equity is that branch of Anglo-American common law which 

developed unde r the chancellors of England, then the second officer to 

the ki.ng in the realm. Brought i.nto square conflict with the common 

law developed by the judges of the King1s Bench in the early years of 

the seventeenth century, long before there was a United States, there 

was established a "~"\.lclusiv:e principle that the Equity decree prevails 

when in conflict with what otherwise would be a defendant1s right under 

the law. This superior relationship was fixed into American law as far 

as the federal government is concerned with adoption of th.e United States 

-11-
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Constitution in 1787. 

The hallmark of historic Equity, and forever the source of its 

immense powers, is the concept that Equity acts in personam, issuing 

personal commands as the facts merit. yvhen it acts, Equity acts not 

to punish for past dereliction, but in terms of the future to restore, then 

maintain acceptable conditions. It is a fair statement that, having identified 

an unlawful situation needful of correction, an Equity decree may go to 

whatever lengths are ~s sential to bring about acceptable condition s, 

limited only by constitutional restrictions. 

Com.mon law Equity developed with many self- imposed juris-

dictional limitat:ion's, though as common law it always is subject to 

further development. The common law, while appropriately ever cau-

tious, never should become wholly static. In the last century and the 

early years of this on.:! there was an unfortunate period of excessive 

rigidity, a condition long dissipated now. 

Equity, on a common law basis, is the source of the decrees, 

being made in the legislative reapportJonment case sand i ... ~ school 

desegregation cases. Both of these areas test the constitutional limits 

of Equity powers and find t.hem to be very great indeed when the demon-

strated need for their exercise is sufficient. 

Common law Equity normally will not enjoin the commission of 

~ " 
a crime, though in exceptional cases where there is a continuing threat 

of illegal behavior injunctions have issued, to prevent continued criminality. 

-12-
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The reasons for this limitation, which is not constitutional, probably 

had to do with the simple, single act type of criminality which was 

overwhelmingly the human experience when the historic limitation was 

laid down, coupled with a sense the decree would be ineffective against 

this type of criminal anyway. Indeed, how could these criminals often 

be identified in advance? It also may have in a degree been related to 

the fastidiousness of early chancellors, who may have been reluctant to 

reduce Equity to a service of coping with the dregs of society. 

Most likely of all, the criminal law probably was adequate to its 

purpose in the historic period antedating the American Constitution. It 

is a cardinal principle of common law Equity that it will not take juris-

diction and act when the remedy at law is adequate" A. rather over-

~helming case can be made today that the conventional criminal law 

has proved wholly inadequate to control the' continuing, predictable 

future criminal ope~ations of organized crime syndicates. 

In addition to common la-w Equity, there has developed statutory 

Equity. Statutory Equity is an enacted directive from a legislature to 

the courts that equitable remedies shall be applied, or withheld, in 

particular situations, without regard for whethe'r there was common law 

coverage or abstinence. There is no doubt of the power of legislatures 

so to alter the law so long as they stay within constitutional limitations. 

The class i~ example is the Sherman A ct which at on ce, operating 

upon th~ same facts, is a criminal statute requiring proofs beyond a 
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reasonable doubt to juries and a civil statute permitting injunctions against 

probable future anti- competitive behavior after trial to a judge in which 

v:iolations are established by a mere preponderance of the evidence. 

The same general structure is fo~nd in the Federal Securities 

Acts, where felonies are involved on the criminal side. But one need 

not labor the point. The Congres s already is committed tQ the concept 

that felonious behavior can be made the subject of civil injunctions as 

well, both.in the Organized Crime.Control Actof 1970, and even more 

specifically in the area of drug controls by the Drug Abuse Prevention 

and .control.Act, also enacted in 1970. 

The flaw in these two acts is that, having authorized the remedy, 

the Congress failed to provide any indications as to how implementation 

could be accomplished. The legislative ~istories are not helpful. 

Unlike the 1890 Sherman Act, which lay virtually quiescent for 

two decades before a serious enforcement pattern began to develop, there 

is no room for leisurely development by federal judges of appropr.iate 

restraints in th,~ area of heroin suppression (though such should be 

encouraged). Here there is a clear and present danger to a compelling 

national interest -- now. Here the COngress should, indeed must, provide 

approved remedial devices if early action is to be h.ad. In fact, cas~s 

for decree d€lvelopment by the courts have not yet been brought. Criminal 

~ " 
enforcement attorneys are not very Equity conscious. They simply do not 
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think in these terms. A detailed statute and a specific staff somewhat 

comparable to the civil injunctive decree specialists in the Department 

of Justice's Antitrust Divis ion are what is needed. 

Analysis of the Proposed Statute for 

Civil Control of the Heroin Traffic 

The Act here proposed is very narrowly drawn in order to attain 

maximum constitutional reach. In the first place it is limited to heroin, 

trafficking in which is declared to be clear and present danger to our 

society and i~s economy when not effectively suppressed. ·Nor is it 

legislation of general application, but emergency legislation intended 

only for temporary applications when the President determines special 

suppressive effort is needed. It is subject to the safeguard that Congress 

as well as the President can terminate an emergency implementation, 

and the yet further safeguard of independent evaluation by a board of 

state judges willing to perform the service who will pronounce whether 

there should be an emergency implementation, or termination thereof. 

With all these limitations, and considering the specific heroin evil at 

which it is directed, the Act's reach should be at about the maximum 

possible under our Constitution. 

It is possible some of the restraints specified in the Act might 

fail absolutely; it is more likely they might fail in particular applications . 

. , Some, ~specially the ultimate monitoring restraint, very likely never will 
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be tested because, long before that stage is reached, the other members 

of a criminal syndicate would have deposed a crime boss as no longer 

useful, and even dangerous to have about. Once competent attorneys 

versed in the rules of Equity have expla~ed to the syndicate bosses the 

horrendous possible consequences of running afoul of this statute, it is 

at least unlikely they will permit their positions and fortunes to be 

hazarded by continuing with trade in heroin. They might even order 

surreptitious cooperation in "fingering" lesser criminals who do con-

tinue in the traffic as a means of more securely establishing their 

innocence of dealing in the drug. , 

Thus, though more broadly draf.ted in its language, the primary 

target is a very small group of criminal big businessmen '-- to use 

'corporate terminology, the chief executive officers of Big Crime. The 

group probably numbers less than 50 men. To hold the Act to its real 

purposes cases brought under it are subject to the strict control of the 

Attorney General, in about the same fashion as are Sherman Act 

Section 4 cases. (This Sherman Act sectiop, case developments under 

it in the past three-quarters of a century, and first hand knowledge of 

how the Sherman Section 4. suits are feared by transgressing business 

executives were the inspiration for undertaking to develop the proposed 

Act. ) 

It is up to ·the Attorney General to decide if the re is enough 
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evidence with which to proceed criminally. If there is, criminal 

prosecutions should be preferred. Nor, it is to be noted, are these 

antagonistic to civil restraints. Indeed, a successful criminal prosecution 

eliminates the necessity of proving the civil case. That becomes an 

issue already proved. 

There is one exception to the focus on top criminals. By pro-

cedures, which in practice probably will take the form of conse.nt decrees, 

it is proposed to obtain simple "go and sin no more" injunctions against 

small-time criminals dealing in heroin when these persons are convicted 

or otherwise are persuaded to accede to the injun"ction. These decrees . 
simply would command future observance of the violations section of 

the Act. They are not for the purpose of bringing minor cri.'>}1inals 

within the toils of a pattern of increasingly intensified restraints if there 

is disobedience; that exercise would not be worth the effort. Rather the 

purpose is to lay the basis for giving notice to suspected superiors that 

these persons are under restraints. If thereafter these superiors directly 

or indirectly have dealings with these minor criminals who are subject 

to decree, they then can be treated as aiders and abettors, and themselves 

contemnors under Rule 65(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

This restraint will throw constant confusion and ever- increasing 

risk into the business of supplying a heroin distribution system, further 

increasing the pre.ssure on syndicate bosses to get out of this drug. 

- 17-
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OccasiDnally, t.o.o, a middle executive or a syndicate hierarchy may be 

caught as an aider and abettDr. ThDugh the tDP is nDt reached, this is 

a desirable end in itself; alsD it may .occasi.onally pr.oduce an inf.ormer, 

particularly if the middle level man susp~ cts he might be executed fDr 

his carelessnes s. 

The usual viDlati.ons pe rmitting implementati.on .of this Act against-, . 
small-time criminals will n.ot be c.onspiracies, but actual physical sales 

and deliveries .of her.oin. The t.oP men will be reached when they are 

reached thr.ough pr.oved c.onspiracies t.o supP.ort sales and deliveries. 

The c:.ore structure .of the statute cente.r.s uP.on c.onspiracies t.o 

traific in herDin, with an .openly expressed legislative invitati.on t.o the 

President t.o seek persistently t.o extend the Act's reach bey.ond the 

territ.orial jurisdictiDn .of the United States as he is able thrDugh treaties. 

PrDDf in these cases never will be easy, but never as difficult as in the 

cDrrespDnding criminal cases t.o even higher pr.o.of standards. SectiDn 4 

.of this Act is a verbatir:r! cDpying .of Secti.on 4 .of the Sherman Act. It 

is intended thereby tD invite explDratiDn .of the circumstantial evidence 

type .of prDDf tactics which have been S.o successful in the antitrust field. 

ImpDrtant, tDD, nDt .only w.ill the prD.of standard be less, but trial will 

be to life tenure federal district judges. Life tenure fede-ral judges 

cDnstitute prDbably the .one class of persDns in, this cDuntry capable .of 

cDnsistently facing dDwn bDth the blandishments and the threats .of 

Big Cr.ime. 
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As aids for obtaining evidence to prove the conspiratorial 

violations contemplated, this Act contains two important and novel 

ancillary devices. The first, intended for use only in instances where 

critical evidences can be obtained agains~ a top boss which could not 

otherwise be obtained, is authorization for the Attorney General to 

strike a bargain to the effect thC't, .in turn for informing the evidence , . 
. 

(riven can be used only in the civil suit, unless thereafter the informer 
-' . . 

meets with foul play. If that happens the evidence can be used -for 
.' , 

criminal prosecutions. The purpose is to hang the threat of serious 

criminal prosecutions as swords of Damocles over the heads of the 

syndicate bosses and make therr,\ desire informers against them be pre-

served instead of executed. This should create a situation where an 

occasional informer with critical testimony will come forward, such as 

syndicate members fallen £:rom grace who fear for their lives, convicts 

who desire to bargain for lesser sentences, and perhaps occasionally 

outraged mistresses. Even more likely the Big Crime syndicates l 

bosses will take their organizations out of heroin in preference to 

risking the emergence of such informers. Remember they do not have 

the option as to whether th.ey will be criminals. They are that already. 

Only the evidence to convict for what they alreadyha,ve done is lacking. 

Because there is a constitutio.nal right to a speedy trial it is 

necessary to condition this procedure so that a person accused by the 
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testimony of such an informer can demand that the evidence be taken 

before a grand jury for possible indictment at any time. If this alternative 

is followed the Attorney General is directed to increase the security 

afforded the cooperating informer. It is much to be doubted demands 

for speedy criminal trial will be made. The bargain to inform is intended 

to be made only for evidence of truly damning effect. 

The second device is to establish with proofs the existence of a 

crime syndicate that deals in heroin, pros cribe its existen ce, and then, 

as contemnors, bring members who were notified of the ban within the 

Act's web of iptensifying personal restraints if th'ey thereafter persist 

in maintaining their association. (The statute is drawn in terms of a 

criminal association membership as small as ten persons. This is only 

for the purpose of reducing a technical proof burden. It is expected the 

Attorney ,General would seek to proscribe only crime syndicates of such 

size c~nd sophistication that the criminal law is inadequate to reach their 

top men.) 

Despite that the existence of the Mafia familie s and other large 

syndicates is notorious, criminologists have despaired of attacking 

the organization themselves, at the same time saying that u~til this 

problem is solved organized crime is above the law. It just happens, 

however, the civil law, in terms of the Sherman Act Section 4 cases, 

has long experience with identifying the entity of an illegal conspiracy, 
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then ordering :its dissolution. The same can be dC?ne here, particularly 

if expert opinion police intelligence evidence is admitted without having 

to lay a direct evidence foundation for the opinion testimony. This 

, 

statute so authorizes, and there is nothin.g constitutional about the 

hearsay rule per se. The Congres,s can, if it wishes, authorize the 

reception of heiarsay evidence for consideration by the trier, of fact-. 

The pertinent constitutional limitation is due process, in terms of the 

overall sufficiency of the evid~nce. 

Once hi::; syndicate assodation is proscribed a boss is in serious 

trouble. It i~ going to be conside,rably easier to ,prove he continued with 

his syndicate than that he committed, or conspired to commit, any 

specific criIninal act. So again his probable reaction once this procedure 

,is understood would be to get out of heroin trafficking. The risks are 

too great. The whole syndicate operation, not just the heroin business, 

is put in jeopardy, with the man at the top, be cause he is the leader, 

especially exposed. 

As they have under the Sherman Act, t1~e federal courts are invited, 

to develop their own decree restraints which will have the effect of inducing 

the obedience of defendant~ in the future. The initial decree ,contemplated 

I 
against a member of a syndicate command structure would command 

I, obedience to the law, thereby singling him out. If the initial case against 

him was proved by clear and convincing evidence, he could for failure 

-21-
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to obey his decree be subjected to forfeiture of ~ll or such part of his 

assets, hidden as well as revealed, as the court had decreed. The 

consequences of this restraint, operative beyond a defendant's lifetime 

against his estate and his successors, are backed by various ancillary 

devices designed to ferret out concealed assets and, through treaties 

now or in the future arrived at, put assets hidden abr:>ad in . .L 

increasing hazard. This is a threat of such immense proportions to 

men whose life goal has been accumulation of wealth that it, alone, well 

could pull the crime bos ses up short. After all, what is money worth if 

it neither' cal'!.,be enjoyed presentlymr left to descendants with real cer-

tainty they can keep it? Because many of these men are very family 

conscious, the hazard presented becomes even more horrendous when 

it is realized it threatens accumulated investments in legitimate business 

ventures, too, from all sources and fbr all the past. Yet if the parable 

of the widow's mite, or the example of a poor man caught up in a peace bond 

proceeding has validity, why should not all assets of men so viciously 

anti- social as to engage in the heroin traffic be forfeited even though 

multiple millions of dollars in wealth were involved? 

Beyond these decree te rms there are two major intens ifying 

restraints for later applications against syndicate bosses who manage to 

weather being singled out ir. an initial decree and remain at the heads of 

their syndicates (a: result few syndicate memberships are likely to permit). 
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The first is area exclus ions, justified by compelling national inte rest in 

the clear and present danger to the nation's social and economic structure. ....; 

This restraint is supported by the Japanese-American excLusion cases of 

WorLd War II. These cases enunciate goo4 law and are precedents cur-

rently in force, distasteful as is the misjudgment that forced some 70,000 

loyal American citizens from their areas of domicile. 

With this restraint a boss not only is singled out, he is rendered 

virtually useless by enforced removal from the turf on which he conducts his 

operations. No syndicate master can survive this. 

Neverth~less, as an ultimate restraint for a defendant who might 

somehow keep power, there can be ordered rnonitoring attendance by law 

enforcement agents, of such durations and intensities as a court deems 

necessary to inter rupt communication with his subordinates. This restraint 

. presents a constitutional issue for which there is no analogy in the precedents. 

It.is, however, a constitutional issue unlikely ever to be fought out, for it 

supposes a crime syndicate with a death wish to create the test. If it is 

ever fought out the factual case will 'be strong, involving multiple recalci-

trant refusals to obey the court. 

·~ 
.~ .', 

~ 
~ 

)~ 

The a:ntemp:s contemplated for usual applications are civil, not criminal. 

The United States has a proprieta.ry interest in its commerce and sodal 
,j 

'0',* 

4 c 
structure sufficient to entitle it to protect that interest with civil contempt 

,;' 
if 

J .. V": process. Also, ·the measure of criminal contempt is punishment, a set 
.;.' 

If; 
..... 
1 ,.; 
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fine or im.prisonment imposed for past conduct to vindicate the authority 

of the court. Here the objective is to structure and restructure a decree 

as necessary to coerce obedience in the future and there is no loss until 

the terms of an already extant decree are violated. 

Other restraints specifically to b~ authorized by Congress are 

deportations of aliens, forcible detentions for rehabilitation of heroin 

addicted defendants and the forbidding of certain continued p~rsonal' 

associations. This last restraint is questionable, but supportable by 

a number of older cases enjoining third persons from further association 

with a spouse in order to protect a marital relationship. None of these 

are really i.mEortant devices. 

The proposed legislation contains a section entitling a defendant 

who is notified that adverse litigated fact findings are about to be entered 

against him to avoid this by volunteering to take, and successfully passing, 

polygraph tests. The best opinion is that not more than one in ten persons 

can defeat the test. For the purposes of this law a nine out of ten accuracy 

is quite sufficient to accomplish the purpose. The section is a concession 

to defendants in no way essential to the basic structure of the Act. 

The severability section is drawn in a stronger style than the 

standard federal phrasing. So long as this Act substantially survives, or 

unconstitutionally occurs only in application, it will present a risk to their 

continued status as masters of their organization, to their fortunes and to 

the very existence of the syndicates they control which the Big Crime 
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bosses, as cautious and prudent men, should be unwilling to take. This 

of course is surmise, which really can be tested only by putting a statute 

such as this one on the books. 

The National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse in its Second 

Report with which it concluded its existence, at page 237 said, "Innovative 

ideas should re ce ive serious attention from policy makers. and, if . 
promising and constitutionally permissible, they should be tried. It These 

words were directed to a much less developed earlier version of the 

statutory structure here proposed. 

A Concluding Observation 

Inevitably one engaged in the lengthy study and reasoning processes 

\Wlich attended the development of the proposed Act will measure mentally 

whether the concept could be expanded into a weapon for checking 
, ; 

organized crime in its activities other than the heroin traffic. 

The answe r is that it could be used, but the power is tao great 

and dangerous to be in a statute of general application. On th'a other 

hand, as an emergency weapon used only to the extent necessa.ry to 

redress the balance when ~he corrupters have been too successful in 

subverting police. prose cutors and state courts. and confined to organized 

crime activities which are not politically sensitive. it would have much 

merit. (As a, practical matter the only significant organized crime 
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activity which would need to be excluded from the reach of injunctio.t:ls 

is organi.zed crime activities in the labor union contexts. None· .)f the 

re.st, such as gambling, loansharking, extortion, prostitution and fencing 

stolen goods are politically sensitive in any legitimate sense.) 

These are the bare elements of a statutory plan which could be 

used to restore conditions grown intolerable so that usual criminal law. 
. , , 

enforcement procedures aga in would be sufficiently effe ctive: 

1. The statute shouLd be operative so case s could be 

filed under its provisions only during periods of declared 

emergenci.es. Violations'to be proved, however, should '"lot 

be restricted to occurrences ir, intervals of declared emergency. 

2. In this instance the Congre s s I not the already 

excessively powerful presidency, should declare the emergency. 

The emergency would have a set duration of, say, three years 

for the filing of cases thereunder. T rials of r.ases filed, and 

durations of any ensuing decrees, would not be restricted to 

emergency periods. 

3. No area not wholly included in the c.onfines of an 

individual state should be th~ subject of a declared emergency. 

and only two or three emergency implementations for the filing 

of cases should be permitted a tan yon e tim e . 

This is to ensure onl y a small portion of the nation has within 
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it courts and government attorney staffs operating in 

terms of the extraordinary powe.rs conferred. 

4. Upon congressional declaration of an emergency 

the Pre sident would be required tc? appoint, subje ct to Senate 

confirmation, a local attorney from the affected area, no t 

of his own political party, to direct the rehabilitation effort. , 

This attorney should be a man of outstanding character and 

competence, not strongly identified with partisan political 

activities for at least six years last past. 'He should be old 

enough a~ probably to be beyond personal ambitions for 

political office. . . 

S. The statute should specify a schedule of congressionally 

approved restraints. The federal district courts should be 

invited to develop restraints independently as well. 

6. Adequate independent financing for the rehabilitation 

effort should be provided at the outset, and all federal invesH-

gative agencies directed to provide. and state age.ncies requested 

to provide, full cooperation to the appo.inted attorney. 

Assistant Attorney General Petersen puts the problem we need to 

surmount ve.ry well: 

Basically, what wei re trying to do is remove th~ 
experts - - reduce organized crime to the garder. 
variety of crime. We want to get away from 
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corruption and the fear of reprisal against witt;esses 
and the obstructi?n of justice. If we ca.n get it out of 
being a busines s and down to the bas is of individual 
crimes committed by individual persons, then we 
can handle it much bette r. 

The rema.'ning big wea.pon untried in what; thus far has been a los ing 

battle is the power of ~he ancient branch of our law known as Equity. 

We should use it now, too. 



PROPOSED EMERGENCY CIVIL DRUG CONTROL ACT 

1. TITLE 

This Act m!.i.y be cited as the "Emergency Civil Drug 

Control Act of 197 11 -

2. PURPC6E AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Purpose. The Congres s finds that the illicit drug 

traffic within and without the Jurisdiction of the United States 

specified in section 3 hereof adversely affects commerce by rea-

son of destructive effects upon persons addicted, and the communi-

ties they inhabit, which direct effects also are attended by indirect 

adverse effects on persons and commu:nities not directly affected. 

These adverse effects are so pronoWlced that there will ex13t during 

intervals when traffickin.g in the drugs subject to this Act is not 

effectively suppressed. a clear and present danger to the functioning . . 

of the national economy and its parts. It is a primary objective of 

this Act to authorize and encourage the federal district courts to 

complement criminal enforcement with the development and utilization 

of appropriate dvil restraints, particularly including injunctions, in a 

.manner generally pa.ralleUng developments under the Sherman Act 
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(the Act of July 2, 1890, 26 Stat. 209, as amended, 15 U. S. C. § 1 

et seq. ) for the suppres sion of this traffic. Because an immediate , ,~ 

and critical need exists to accelerate the development of restraints 

which will accomplish this objective, certain specific devices are 

authorized and recommended by the Congress in section 9 hereof. 

B. Emergency Implementation. Except as otherwise a¥reed 

by treaty, proceedings unde,r this Act may be initiated only during 

intervals the President has proclaimed an emergency needful of its 

implementation to exist, and has not by subsequent proclamation, or 

the Congress has not by resolution, de dared the emergency at end. 

However, this limitation shall not prevent regular dispositiorl 0f 

any complaints filed during an interval of emergency implementation, 

nor shall it restrict the power s of the federal district courts at all 

times to maintain in effect decrees entered and modify them to make 

more or less stringent their terms pursuant to appUcable procedures 

under this Act, or at all times deal with contemnors, including persons 

who become such by reason of aiding and abetting defendants already 

subject to decrees und,er this Act, or w~o at any tune become or con-

tinue as members of criminal associations outlawed pursuant to this 

Act. Evidence prof! ered in support of a case or other proceeding 

under this Act shall not be limited to occurrences during int~rvals 

of emergency implementation; however there must be proved ·a 

z 
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violation of section 3 hereof during an interval of emergency 

implementation before an initial decree can be entered unless the 

violations giving rise to the initial decree are aiding and abetting, 

or criminal association membership violations, in which instances 

initial decrees can be entered despite the absence of a current 

period of emergency implementation. The operation of section lO 

hereof, concerned with the use in criminal prosecutions of the 

depos itio n trans cripts there des cribed, shall not be restricted by 

the absence of a current emergency implementation interval, nor 

shall the suspensions there described of the running of limitations 

be so limited. 

C. Relation to Criminal Law Enforcement. This Act is 

intended to complement criminal enforcement. Where evidence is 

inadequate for federal or State criminal charges, consideration 

shall be given to bringing civil proceedings hereunder. Also, after 

successful federal or State prosecutions which establish the factual 

elements of a violation of this Act as well, consideration shall be 

given for availing such proofs or admissions of guilt as the basis 

for subjecting defendants to the r(:straints of this Act as well. Also, 

consideration shall be given to obtaining consent decrees in conformity 

with this Act where possible, whether or not complicity is admitted or 

has.been proved .. That a fed,eral or State criminal prosecution has been 

3 



filed involving charges that also constitute a violation of.this Act shall 

not limit application of this Act in a wholly independent- manner provided 

that the Attorney General certifies such is desirable, stating the reasons 

for his determination. Probable excessive lapse of time before a final 

criminal disposition shall be a valid reason if the criminal defendant 

, is at liberty, on bail or otherwise. 

3. PROHIBITED A CrIVITIES 

A. Vi.olations by Contract, Combination or Conspiracy. Any 

contract, combination or conspiracy is unlawful which has among its 

objectives the sale or delivery of heroin in any State or other area 

subject to the juri~diction of the United States where the sale or deliv-

ery cOlltemplated is prohibited by State or federal law. Any such con-

spiracy is unlawful per se, without regard to whether sale or delivery 

was consummated, or other acts in furtherance of such objectives were 

committed, provided that for the purposes of this paragraph no law 

enforceme11t personnel may be involv~d in such manner as would raise 

an entrapment defense in criminal law. 

B. Viol~tions by C'')nsummatedSale or Delivery. Anyaccom-

plished sale or delivery of heroin, including sale or deUvery to, (hut 

not from) law enforcement agents, which violates any State or federal 

law COr\stitutes a violation of this Act, provided that this paragraph is 

, " 
subject to the same entrapment limita,tion as the previous paragraph. 

4 
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C. Treaty Based Violations. In instances where the United 

States by treaties agrees with other nations that the types of activities, . 
or any of them, described in sections 3A and 3B hereof shall be illegal 

if engaged h to effect the sale or delivery of heroin anywhere in the 

world, or designated portions thereof, such iltegality shall be unlawful 

under this Act. The Attorney General shall proceed under the aU,thority. 

of this Act to cooperate with the authorities of other nations, either to 

bring violators to trial under their laws, or to trial in the United States 

under this Act, as he deems most expedient in particular circums~ances 

of particular cases. The Hmitation of this Act to intervals of decl~.red 

emergency shall not appLy to cooperation with foreign authorities fo"r 

the purpose of br inging pro ceedings under their laws. 

4. JURISDICTION OF COURTS 

The several, district courts of the United States are hereby 

invested with jurisdiction to prevent and restrain violations of this Act; 

and it shall be the duty of the several district attorneys of the United 

States, in their respective districts, under the direction oK the Attorney 

General, tl; institute proceedings in equity to prevent and restrain such 

violaUons. Such proceedings may be by way of petition setting forth 

the case andpraying that such violation shall be enjoined or otherwLse 

prohibited. When the parties complained of shall have been duly notified 

of such petition the court shall proceed, as soon as may be, to the hea~ing 
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and determination of the case; and pending such petition and before final 

decree, the court may at any time make such temporary restraining 

order or prohibition as shall be deemed just in the premises. 

5. DECREES 

A. Initial Decrees. A court before which a cpmplaint seeking 

an initial decree under this Act i:.s brought may issue an injunction' 

forbidding, in general terms tracking the language of the statute, 

future violations of section 3 or any part thereof upon proofs by a 

preponderance of the evidence that the defendant has violated this Act. 

Such initial decree also may incorporate in addition the financial re-

straints of section 9A hereof if the court finds the violation alleged to 

have been proved by clear and convincing evidence. Initial decrees 

incorporating the section 9A restraints also may qe obtained through 

res judicata and judicial estoppel effects where there have been criminal 

convictions (including nolo contendere dispositions) in federal or State 

criminaL cases which incorporate the elements of any violations of this Act. 

B. Consent Decrees. Consent decrees incorporating terms 

upon which agreement is reached may be entered into at any time where 

a decree might have b:.!en obtained through litigation. Consent decrees 

,shall be approved by the court before they b~come effective, but once ,I 

eHective shalt be. as any other initial decree or modified decree in 
! 

further proceeding under this Act. 
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C. Civil Contempts. No person already subject to a decree 

entered under this Act shall be held in, civil contempt thereof except 

upon clear and convincing proofs to the court the decree has been 

violated. 

D. Modifications of Decrees. A court may modify and make 

more O.t" less stringent the terms of :any decree to the extent it deems 

necessary to obtain future obedient behavior on the part of a defendant, 

but after entry of the initial decree, except for changes by consent, more 

stringent modifications may be made only on proofs the defendant is 

in civil contempt of, the decree to which he currently i.s subject, pro-

vided this shall not operate to limit repeated summary adjustments 

upward in the extent of the financial restraints in section 9A hereof, 

or the reimposition of any restraints on particular defendants that 

had been in effect previously but were reduced or suspended by the court. 

E. Civil or Criminal Contempt. Whenever the terms of a 

decree have been violated it is the intent of Congress that, to the 

extent feasible, el1forceme.nt shall be by civil contempt process, except 

upon there developing a history of insincere assurances of cooperative 

conduct that is necessary to successful i.il1plem\entation of a decree, or 

where civil contempt process is unlikely to produce future obedient 

behavior because of the particular circumstances or past record of 

behavior of a defendant. resort to criminal contempt process is appropriate. 
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Citat~ons for civil and criminal contempt shall be brought. under the 
1.... 

direction of the Attorney General by the United Sta':'es attorI)ey serving 

in the district of the federal district court which made the decree 

allegedly violated. 

6. VOLUNTARY EXONE:RATION PRIVILEGE 

No decree that depends on litigated findings of 'fact under the 

procedures of this Act shall be entered against a defendant if that 

defendant, within ten days of notice from the court of the fact findings 

proposed to be entered demands, and subsequently is exonerated in 

polygraph tests. These polygraph tests shall consist of two independent 

testings by compet.ent operators, randomly selected by the court from 

lists supplied by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. To exonerate, a 

test must satisfactorily establish in both testings that, in the opinions 

of the operators, the defendant probably did not participate in the essen-

tial operative facts found. This section shall apply to initial injunctions 

and intensifying modifications of outstanding decrees, but shall not 

operate in the latter instances to prevent continuation of existing 

decree terms, nor shall it apply to reimpositions of restrictions pre~ 

vi01,lsly at some time ordered and in effect .. 

Should either or both polygraph operators' opinio113 result 

adversely or inconclusively the court shall proceed to enter its decree, 

provided that if both tests are inconclusive the court shall permit further 

testings by newly selected operators bef~re entering its decree if d\emanded. 
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It shall. be the joint r.esponsibility of the Attorney Gener ... l and 

the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to devise and main-

tain a sys.tem for these examinations under the supervision of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation which is as proof as practically possible 

co.gainst subversion of results. No Federal Bu.reau of Investigation per-

sonnel shall give an examination hereunder, but examinations shall be 
\ 

remotely monitored by Bureau personnel expert in polygraph testing 

while testings are in progress. Not more than one of the operators 

employed to give a test may be an employee of any government, including 

t: 
: ~ '. 

r, 
municipalities, and a,t least one must be a private contract operator. All 

I' 

t. 
f 

operators immediately prior to conducting a testing hereunder shall be 

: ~ ; I , 
f: 

required to declare on oath or affirmation, on pain of perjury, whether 
l 
! 

they have been approached directly or indirectly with the possible 

I 1: 

! 

f 
\ ~ 

! 

objective of seeking to influence their evaluation in the case of the 

examination about to be given. If such is the case an operator 50 affected 

shall be disqualified and replaced with another. 

7. VIOLATIONS BY AIDING AND ABETTING 

A. Aiding and Abetting. Any p·erson who knowingly aids and 

abets a restrained defendant in acts violative of the decree to which such 

defendant is subject, or joins in an association outlawed pursuant to 

this Act, is himself a contemnor in the manner described by Federal 

Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d). No identity of treatment among defendants 

9 
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'already restrained and persons who have thus aided and abetted is 

required in framing the decrees and decree modifications which may 

be entered upon such oc curren ces, problems of ensuring 'future 

obedien-c€ from pa;-ticular defendants ahvays being for the sound 

discretion of the court. Third persons who become subject to decree 

restraints for the first time pursuant to this section may be subjected 

to any and all restraints or combinations of restraints identified in this 

Act, or deeveloped by the courts, without limitation by reason of lack 

of a, prior history of violations, except that two successive instances 

of aiding and abettin~, or one such instance in combination with another 

civil contempt under this A ct, shall be required before the monitoring 

attendance restraint described in section 9H may be imposed. 

B. Decree Notices to Third Person:=;. It shall be the responsi-

bility of the Attorney General to develop and institute a system of 

notices to persons who could be expected to join with defendants who 

have been subjected to decree restraints under this Act if such defendants 

violate their decrees, or join in associations that have been outlawed 

pursuant to section 8 hereof. He shall cause to be made a regular 

record of the services of s~ch notices, including the terms of the decrees 

noticed to such p~rsons. The original evidences of these notices and 

their contents shall be deposited in the Administrative Office of the 

United States Courts. This notice procedure and its record shall not 
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be made public except as 'notified persons are thereafter proce~ded 

against as knowing aiders and abettors. 
'.." 

8. GUTLAWED ASSOCIATIONS 

Any association of ten or more persons in which there exists a 

formal or informal hierarchy of authority, and its identifiable. successor 

associations whether or not membership remains identical, which is 

trafficking in drugs in a manner made illegal under section 3 hereof, 

may be proscribed and its dissolution decreed by the court. Pro-

ceedings for such outlawing decree shall be against the association, 

identifying i~ by its more notorious popular names. Notices that such 

proceedings impend· shall be served upon J<.nown or suspected members 

to the extent these can be identified and located, which service may be 

either by personal delivery or mailing and in conforrnity with due 

process notice requirements. Any person, whether or not served, 

shall have standing to appear on the hearing day and may offer evidence 

of the non..:existence of the associatio~ alleged or, conceding its exist-

ence, evidence which tends to refute its members dealt in drugs in 

violation of this Act. Whether or not there is opposition, afiirrpative 

proofs in terms of clear and convincing evidence must be made of the 

existence of the association and the illicit trafficking. Evidence of 

existence may be rested on the opinions of qualified expert witnesses, 

particularly including police intelligence personnel. It shall not be 

11 
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necessary to lay any foundation beyond evidences of service background 
'1 

'I t ~ 
j for such testimony, and opinions and conclusions shall not be excluded .'\" 

1 

:1 ' ' 

fj ) i I' 

1 
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because all or pa rt of a witne s s' s background depends upon reports 

regularly made in the course of police work. Proofs an association 

trafficked in violation of this Act may be accomplished by evidence 
1 

,~ 
, i 
I 

1 
that two or more of the association's members (which membership 

1 

~ i includes for this purpose persons who are in tributary status to the 
" ~ 

\ 
I 

", 
d 
" 

association as well as recognized members) have performed acts 
! ~·I 

;~ 

" V~ 
which violated section 3 hereof, o:r would have so violated had an 

" 

:1 
>~j 

H 
emergency implemen,tation been in effect, within four years preceding 

",j 

1 
'I 

',I 
'1 
(1 

the filing date of the complaint. Upon proscription of an association 
; 

:'1 

j by outlawin,g de cree~ copies of such de cree shall be served upon all 
i 
1 

1 persons originally served or that appeared, and upon any other persons 
t 

1 

1 
it is deemed desirable 'to notify. A regular notice record of these 

j 
services shall be made and kept as part of the given notices record 

1 descrihed in section 7A. 
! i 

i 
:} 

" ; 

9. DECREE TERMS AND ENFORCEMENT 

It is the intent of Congre s s that' upon finding a defendant in civil 

contempt of a decree issued pursuant to this Act the court shall exact 

the consequences for violating the decree according to its terms. 

Additionally, the court shall proceed to impose such additional restraints 
, ., 

I', , ; by modification of its decree as it deems needful adequately to increase 

12 



the probability of future obe,dience. , 

The federal district courts are encouraged to develop appropriate 

restraints, accepting that in this area of law enfor cement the consti-

tutional limits must be tested in order to reach and suppress the leader-

ship of the major organized crime syndicates at which this Act pri-

marily is directed. In addition, the following specific restraints are 

approved on the responsibility of the Congress for application by the 

courts in their discretion, singly or in such combinations for particular 

instances as deemed appropriate: 

A. Financial-Restraints. (1) Conditioned upon obedience to 

\' I the decree it has made the court may require the posting of (a) a cash 

bond, (b) a voluntary surety bond, (c) a commercial surety bond, or 

(d) the designation of an account or accounts of a defendant, to be 

managed by an acceptable trustee or other nominee, from which capital 

withdrawals shall not be permitted except on terms from time to time 

authorized by the court, though earnings may be paid over to the extent 

not ordered impounded to enlarge the capital account and in any case as 

needed to meet tax obligations and for ,necessary living expenses. These 

alternatives may be applierl singly or in combination., including other 

financial restraints developed by the courts which serve the evident 

purpose hereof. However at no time shall the restraint ordered exceed 

a defendant's total net as sets, in eluding indire ct and beneficial 

13 
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ownerships of assets, as found by the court upon inquiry using as 

necessary the methods of discovery. A defendant shall be freed from 

any physical restraint that has been imposed to compel his cooperation 

in effecting the financial restraints ordered upon obligating himself as 

.. 
required by the court to an extent within the limits of the net assets 

as certained. 

(2) Additional to the restraints rested on ascertained assets, 

theTe may be concurrently stated, and from tirn.e to time summarily 

revised and restated, an amount of obligation greater than the ascer-

tained assets, amounting to multiple millions of dollars of exposure 

to potential forfeiture in cases where hidden assets of such magnitude 

are suspected. This liability shall be in addition to the ascertained 

obligation. Such undisclosed assets may be decreed forfeited, and 

thereafter shall be subject to seizure 'lJ.Vhen and as discovered. It shall 

be a permissible variation in stating this contingent liabil:ty to describe 

,the amount subject to forfeiture as a fraction or the whole of the assets 

owned by a defendant as of the time of entry of the initial or modified 

decree as the case may be. In all instances of forfeiture proceedings 

against such assets the bu:r:den shall be on the defendant, or successors 

claiming through him if he is deceased, to prove that as sets claimed 

exempt because not accumulated until after the time of entry of the 

decree were in fact so accumulated. These forfeitures shall be enforceable 

14 ... -... 
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beyond a defendant's own lifetime, against his estate, and against assets 

or the traceable proceeds of assets, in the hands of descendants and 

any other persons except bona fide purchasers for full value, which 

from time to time can be subj e cted to the jurisdiction of the United 

States by in rem or in personam legal processes, including extensions 

of these processes beyond the geographical jurisdiction of the Unitefi 

States by treaty arrangements to reach persons and assets found in 

the jurisdictions of other nations. 

(3)(a) Defendants subject to this section 9A may be ordered 

by the court to submit sworn reports of their assets, where and how-

ever owned, including indirect beneficial entitlements. A proper claim 

of constitutional privilege against self- incrimination may avoid this 

! reporting, but a privilege so claimed may be considered by the court 

! 
!; in evaluating the extent of liability to forfeiture to be imposed upon 
I, l' hidden assets. (b) Defendants may be ordered to specify in advance for 

" . L a next succeeding month probable sources and amounts of money and 
I' 

other things of value, including credit, 011 which they anticipate they 

will directly or indirectly depend for the support of themselves and 

their dependents during s 1.l.ch ensuing month. A persistent pattern of 

failure of these forecasts substantially to conform with after-the-fact 

evidences of actual sources used, which discrepancies are not satis-

factorily explained, may be considered in evaluating the extent of 
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liability to forfeiture to be imposed on hidden assets, and may form the 

basis as well for a contempt citation as appropriate in the circumstances. 

(c) Additionally defendants may be ordered to sign authorizations di-

recting known or suspe cted custodians of as sets, including foreign 

custodians of assets outside the jurisdiction of the United States, to 

submit a defendant's accounts under a particular custodian's control. 

for inspection, or to deliver over such assets for disposition under this 

Act, or both. It is intended that in compelling these authorizations all 

reasonable effort shall be made to penetrate the uses of aliases and 

nominees to obscure true ownerships to the full extent available evidence 

permits and other nations will cooperate in terms of treaty undertakings 

or comity. 

(4) Any sums or other assets obtained pursuant to forfeitures 

for violations of the conditions of decrees shall be paid over to the Surgeon 

General of the United States, by him to be expended as deemed prudent in 

research and rehabilitation designed to aid the victims of the drugs 

mentioned in section 3 of this Act. 

B. Transfer of Assets. Defendants may be ordered to obtain 

advance court approval for. the physical transfer out of the United States 

jurisdiction of United States and foreign moneys, any instruments payable 

to bearer or otherwiGe transferrable in such manner as to be collectible 

outs.ide the United .States by a defendant or another for the benefit of a 

16 
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defendant, and precious metals, gems or any other physical sub~tance 

having a value to weight ratio in excess of one thousand dollars a pound, 
'! 
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1 .~.' in which items a defendant has any direct or indirect ownership. The 
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!'i ownership interests of defendants and those acting in concert with them 
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in such items, when transported in defiance of these requirements, 

shall be subject to seizure and disposition under the provision of 

section 9A hereof to the extent there are decree terms for disposition. 

In the absencE~ of or to the extent there are not such terms the items 

shall be subject to confiscation. 

l C. Continued,Membership in Proscribed Association. Knowingly 
';l' 

tl 
! ~ 
h maintaining or initiating membership in an association outlawed pursuant , 
L , , 
! I, to section 8 of this Act shall be a basis for subjecting such persons to 

I 
! 
I: 'I; , .. : 

an initial decree containing the general prohibition d~scl"ibed in 

\; 
i' 
I section 5A and, if deemed desir,',ble, in addition, the financial restraints 

I '( described in section 9A. ,For the purpose of implementing this paragraph 

there must be proof of the continued existence of the outlawed association 

and the person I s membership therein by dear and co~vincing evidence. 

The record in support of the decree proscribing the association shall be 

admitted as part of the rec~:)l'd in this proceeding, but there shall be no 

requirement to show the pros cribed as sociation has continued to traffic 

in any drugs inasmuch as the association is outlawed for all purposes 

wh~n proscribed .. 
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D. Area Exclusions. The court may order physical exclusion 

of a defendant from metropolitan areas, States, or entire regions as 

deemed ne ces sary effectively to separate a defendant from areas in 

which he has controlled or participated in control of activities by 

others violative oi section 3 hereof, but no defendant ever shall be 

reduced to less than a reasonable range of desirable climates and 

living conditions within a part or parts of the contiguous forty-eight 

States, provided that such areas need not include any metropolitan 

areas with a Eopulation in excess of one hundred thousand as defined 

by the Bureau of the Census ln the most re cent census. 

E. Deportation. The court may order the depo'rtation of 

defendants who are aliens. 

F. Rehabilita.tion., The court may order the forcible segregation 

for treatment of any defendant who is both addicted to a drug, the 

illicit trafficking in which is subject to this Act, and who has been a· 

direct or indirect supplier of such drugs for profit. Rehabilitation 

treatments may not exceed in'duration three years, but may be imposed 

and reimposed as necessary to effect a' permanent cure. 

G. Forbidden Personal Associations. 'The court may forbid 

continued association by a defendant with specified persons, always 

e>ecluding from the ban, however, direct ancestors and descendants 



of the defendant, and of the spouse of such defendant. 

H. Monitoring Attendances. When a defendant has been found 

in civil contempt of an injunction or its subsequent modifications 

entered pursuant to this Act two or more times, the court may require 

the defendant to accept the monitoring close attendance of Federal Bureau 

of Investigation agents for such periods of time and during such hours 

of the day, including unbroken close surveillance, as it deeLns neces-

sary to render the defendant incapable of functioning in the command 

structure of any criminal association of which he is a member, whether 

or not proscribed by this Act. A person who knowingly aids and abets 

a defendant subject to de'cree is thereby, at once, a second violator 

within the meaning,of this paragraph. In imposing this restraint the 

court shall give due consideration to whether the effect will"disrupt 

the command structure of a' criminal association in a manner signifi-

cant enough to justify this use of law enforcement personnel resources. 

This restraint may be lifted and reimposed from time to time in summary 

fashion as the court deems will accomplish the objective of rendering 

a defendant ineffective in a criminal association hierarchy. Subjed 

to that"primary objective the sensibilities of defendants shall" be re-

spected to the full extent possible. 

~ ," I. " Time o.! Effectiveness for Decrees. The operation of decrees 
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under this Act shall not be suspended pending finality through exhaus tion 

of appeals in the instances of the restraints authorized by Sections SA, 9A, 

9B, 9C and any other decree terms which do not involve personal restrictions 

upon defendants or orders to forfeit assets previously decreed to be subject 

to forfeiture. 

J. Criminal Contempts. When necessary to discourage with 

punishment insincere and contumacious conduct, or where civil cont€impt 

process is not likely to be effective by reason of the attitudes of particular 

defendants, a defendant may be cited for criminal contempt and if found 

guilty imprisoned for periods not exceeding six months in any instance. 

Juries may convict in .these criminal contempts upon determinations of 

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt by ten of twelve or five of six jurors. 

10. OBTAINING EVIDENCE 

A. General Provisions. All usual means for obtaining evidence 

for use in civil litigation are authorized. In addition, ;;1.11 legal evidence 

gathering methods, devices, tactics and procedure s of federal criminal 

law enforcement ar:e authorized for the purposes of this Act, except that 

electronic surveillance devices for iJterceptions of communications. may 

not be used by authority of this Act. However, all evidence legally ob-

tained pursuant to bona fide criminal investigation procedures may be 

offered in evidence for the purpose s of this Act as well. 

'B. Special Provisions to Encourage Informants. The Attorney 

General is specially authorized hereby to negotiate with potential 
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informants whose testimony is deem.ed of significant importance, and 

which otherwise probably could not be obtained, on the basis that the 

tes timony given will be used only for the purposes of civil enforcement 

under this Act, except as gr'!lnd jury presentments are demanded as 

hereafter in this section set forth. However, if an informer thereafter 

is assassinated or has disappeared in circumstances where it ~s de

termined by the court the disappearance probably is related"to his 

informing, the deposition described in the next paragraph and the tran

script of the testimony actually given by the informer at trial pursuant 

to this Act may be offered in federal felony prosecutions to prove the 

guilt of any person who was duly notified, to the extent of all alleged 

felonious activities that were fairly disclosed in the notice that was 

given such person prior to the taking of the deposition. Complete trans

actional immunity from-federal and state prosecutions to the extent of 

involvement in the activities described in the testimony given, shall be 

granted informe rs for tes timony obtained in this manner. 

C. Deposition of Informers. When agreement to testify is 

reached with an informer the deposition of such informer shall be taken 

in camera with all due dispatch before a federal district judge, actually 

sitting for the purpose. Prior to the taking of this deposition "identifiable 

persons who may be affected adversely shall be notified of the alleged 

felonious activities anticipated to be disclosed by the testimony insofar 

as these activities pertain to them, and of the time and place of taking 

the deposition. Notice procedures shall be developed by the Attorney 
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General consis'tent with due process'requirements for the giving of 

these notices. Persons served with notice, may appear, confront and 

cross- examine the deposing informer in person or through counsel. 

Depos itions so taken shall be usable in subsequent criminal proceedings 

only against defendants who it is shown actually received the notice and 

had an opportunity to know its contents. 

D. Deposit of Depositions. The signed transcripts of deposition , 

testimony shall be sealed and deposited in the Administrative Office of 

the United States Courts. A sealed copy to be lodged with the court 

~ taken may be opened and inspected under the supervision of the 

court by the informer, any notified person and any other person the . ' , 

court determines has a: legitimate sper.;:,.,:d pers,~nal interest in its 

" 

contents by reason of possible future criminal prosecutions in whi<;h 

the deposition testimony might be uSE:d. Such copy promptly shall be' 

resealed when an 'inspe cHon is coml?leted.: 

E. The Running of Lil?itations on Felonies Disclosed. As to 

any felonies under federal law fairly within the ambit of an informer's 

testimony the running of limitatio ns shall be suspended as to notified 

persons unless, at any time after the settling of the deposition record 

.a,~<:i ~igning}her~of, such p.erson demands prompt presentation of it to 

a grand jU,ry along with such other evidence as may be available for the 

purpose of bringing such indictments as the evidence may indicate. 

Indi~tments thus b~ought shall be tried forth\\'ith in regular course of the 

criminal docket of the court in which the indictment was returned. 
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F. Security of Informers. When a demand for grand jury 

presentation deprives an informer of the security inherent in the 

potential for future criminal prosecutions should he be the victim of 

foul play, the informer may be relocated and guarded to the extent 

the Attorney General reasonably deems necessary better to ensure 

his se curity. Without be com in g an absolute guarantor of such 
I 

future security the United States hereby accepts a tort claim liability 

not exceeding $ 500, 000. 00, at the suit of a spouse or minor children 

only, for the decease or disappearance of an informer in circumstances 

where it is found by a preponderance of the evidence that there was 
, ' 

negligent failure to provide adequate security, with resulting decease 

or disappearance. Upon payment of such a judgment against it the 

United States shall be entitled to proceed to recover jointly and severally 

against any persons and'their estates double the amount so paid where 

it is shown by clear and convincing evidence such persons were re-

sponsible for the death or disappearance, the double recovery being 

intended to reimburse the United States for the costs of defending and 

prosecuting the suits here contemplated. 

11. SPECIAL SERVICE OF PROCESS 

A. Domestic Process. Whenever it shall appear to the court in 

which any proceeding under this Act has been brought that the ends of 

justice require that persons or assets outside the district shall be 
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brought before the court, the court may ca.use these to be summoned in 

the case of parties, subpoenaed in the case of witnesses and attached 

or garnishe,j in the case of assets anywhere within the jurisdiction of 

the United States. 

B, Foreign Process. To the extent agreed by treaties with other 

nations the United States may extend its process over pers0rH~. Q.l: c>;ssets 
\ 

located outside the jurisdiction of the United States. Also, the courts 

and'officers of the United States shall aid the authorities of other nations 

as agreed in such treaties in their assertions of jurisdiction over persons 

or assets ~ithin the United States. The coope'ration with foreign authori-

ties in extending their process sh'tll be unaftecte':l by the existence or 

non- existence of a de dared emergency under this A ct. 

12. FORFEITED FOREIGN 'SITED ASSETS 

The Congress herewith invites treaty arrangements where deemed 

expedient whereby assets seized and forfeited are shared with, or entirely 

forfeited to'the nation in which such assets have their situs, subject only 

to the admonition that such treaties should bind the contracting nations 

never directly or indirectly to restore such assets, or th,eir equivalent 

values, or any parts thereof to their owners, or their nominees, or their 

descendants, or in any way act in a manner which would tend to com-

promise in whole or in part the effect of forfeitures made. 
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13. ADVISORY BOARD OF STATE JUDGES 

The Pre sident shall o.rgan ize a procedure whe reby there shall 

be created an advisory board of State judges. This board shall be 

selected by lot from among the chief or presiding judges of the highest 

courts of civil and criminal appeals of the several States who are 'fJilling 

and able to serve. The board shall consist of nine judges, three appointed , 

to serve for a term of one year, three for two years and three for three 

years. Their replacements shall be for terms of three years or, in 

cases of vacancies by reason of death, resignation or retirement from 

the bench .. so much of an appointed term, as remains. The most senior 

judge in point of continuous service on his court shall be the chairman of 

the board so constituted. It shall be the function of this board from time 

to time to advise the President and the Congress when illicit tra£fickings 

in any drugs subject to this Act a,re creating conditions such that, the 

emergency contemplated by section 2B should be d~clared; also when, an 

e'mergency having been in effect, it should be ended because conditions 

are sufficiently ameliorated. The determinations of this board shall be 

advisory only, in no way restricting th.e powers of the President and 

the Congress. Board me~bers shall serve without compensation other 

than actual expenses incurred ill meeting together Cl;nd making their 

reports, which costs shall be paid by the Administrative Office of the 

United States Courts. Advice shall be based on the informed judgment 

of board men1bers as specially competerit, interested and aware citizens, 
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and minority as well as majority vie)Vs shall be reported. No regular 
/ 

i 

office or staff of employees shall be maintained in support of the functions 

of the boa rd . 

14. CONSTRUCTION AND SEVERABILITY 

A judicial determination that any section, or part of any section, 

of this Act is unconstitutional shall not render the balan~e of .the Act 

unconstitutional unless it also be determined that the remaining parts 

of the Act are rendered wholly ineffective to accomplish its purposes 

in the absence of such section or part thereof. Each actual application 

. 
of restraints upon a defendant, and each problem of procuring evidence 

concerning a defendant pur suant hereto, s~all be measured in terms 

of the social problem of suppressing future misbehavior by that par-

ticular person in ascertaining whether there is unconstitutionality in 

application of this Act. Constitutionally objectionable specific appli-

cations never sha)l be a basis for declaring any part of this Act uncon-

stitutional'unless it be further determined that all possible applications 

to all possible defendants also would be uncqnstitutional. In any instance 

where otherwise it might be deter~ine'd that the constitutional separations 

of powers among the judicial, executive and legislative branches of the 

Federal government has been transgressed by this Act, such provisions' 

shall be read as no more than legislative recommendations to the branch 

affe cted. 
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MEMORANDUM OF AUTHORITIES AND EXPLANATION IN SUPPORT 

OF PROPOSED EMERGEN CY DRUG CONTROL A cr 

The proposed statute, copy attached, could be developed as an 

amendment to the 1970 Drug Abuse Prevention and Contrul Act, 21 U. S, C. 

§ § 801- 966. For maximum constitutional rea ch, fullest 'deterr~n t effect, 

and to avoid burying it in an already enormously ,intricate, difficult to 

understand statute, however, it is best kept as separate, very narrowly 

targeted emergency legislati~n, further ,limited by a system of checks and 

balances that will prevent CI.pplications·ior any other purpose than sup-

pressing traffic in the drugs covered by the Act, presently only heroin. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 2A -- Purpose 

Very inlportant to the A ct is the" clear and present danger" concept. * 

This, when demonstrably present, will support legislation restricting rights 

that generally enjoy constitutional protection. The c~ief case enunciating 

the concept is Den~is v: United States, 341 U.S. 494 (1951), a case 

* Another line of cases states that where fundamental rights are involved, 
restrictions of these can be justified only where there is "a compelling state 
interest, " and the legislative enactments so doing must be narrowly drawn. 
Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705, 728 (1973) and cases there collected. This 
would seem to be a somewhat less demanding test than the clear and present 
danger test. There probably would be a compelLing state interest in sup
pressing the heroin traffic which would continue present even though clear 
and present danger aspects had dissipated. However, it" is proposed to 
implement this A c.t onl y for inte rval s when .clear and pre sent danger is pre sent. 
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permitting restriction of First Amendment free speech, most sensitive 

of all constitutional guarantees. Viewed from the current 1973 perspective 

it is doubtful whether advocacy of forceful overthrow of the government 

by a Communist Party n1ember, without more, is a clear and present 

danger. But regardless of whether that estimate then was or now is 

correct, the principle that government may restrict constitutior:al freedoms 

when a clear and present danger is factually in existence is ri'ot open to 

serious challenge. 

While it must be conceded always that wrong-headed estimates of 

clear and present danger could be made (for example, if the number of 

heroin users had declined to a ff:!w thousand, and the trend continued 

downward) it seems most unrealistic that such error would in fact be 

made, given the several safeguards of this Act. And it is inconceivable 

any federal court ever would pr'esume to substitute its judgment for a 

basic policy determination by Congress that the heroin traffic can be 

a clear and present danger when not effectively suppressed. 

It is not enough tha t opponents of this legislation could produce 

some opinion evidenc'e of generally qualified experts that heroin is not 

as damaging as popula.rly supposed. To make the legislative position 

unassailable in the courts it is necessary only that reasonable men 

could differ, and the legislature has chosen. the harder view 

as the basis for its A ct. 

2. I 
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The President, on Septembe r 18, 1972 de elared keeping heroin 

out of this country "just as important as keeping armed enemy forces 

from landing in the United States." Donald Lur ia, M. D. , a leading 

authority on the drug problem, in a recent book OVERCOMING DRUGS 

(1971) at page s 175- 176 recommended the severer;t of treatment for 

heroin trafficke rs to curb the very great damage to its victims. In its 

March, 1973 SE COND REPORT the National Commission on Marihuana 

and Drug Abuse, throughout and part.icularly at pages 336-7, recognizes 

heroin as a specially dangerous and damaging drug, not to be dealt with 

in lenient fashion. These authorities could be inc,remented at much length. 

The contrary view is stated by Andrew Weil, M. D., in his recent book, 

'THE NATURAL MIND (1972), and this position, too, is not without 

.considerable support. But the point is made as far as a legal basis for 

legislation is c'oncerned once it be shown that at a minil:num a valid 

dichotomy of experts exists. 

The flaw, in the event one appears, aln10st certainly will occur 

in an emergency implementation that is not justifi,ed by the underlying 

facts, or in maintaining such an implementation after it can no longer 

I 

be justified by the underlying facts. 

The case of Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 500 (1964) 

involved refusal to grant a passport to a communist so he could travel 

freely. Section 6 of the Subversive Activities Control Act, the authority 

~ ." 
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for this refusal, was found too broad and indiscriminate and the section 

was held unconstitutional. It is suggested the proposed Act" could pass 

every test posed in Aptheker. That case makes an interesting backdrop 

against which to test this Act. which, in the first place is very narrowly 

drawn and, in the se cond, a defendant injure s his interests onl y by 

committing a violation after he already is subject to decree, and thus 

on specific warning as to future behavior. 

The Act is rested upon the commerce clause, phrased in 

"affecting commerce" terms as opposed to "in commerce" terms. 

This permits maximum constitutional reach. Wickard v. Filburn, 

317 U. S. III (1942). An analogous statutory structure, concerned 

with the socio- economic aspe cts of ra cial segregation wa s upheld in 

Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241,257-8 

(1964). That the heroin traffi~ has advers'e effects upon the economy in 

sufficient degree to support an act of Congress restraining it is not open 

to serious contrary suggestion in any sense related to the power of 

Congress to pass legislation. 

The reasons for the Sherman Act reference are two. First is 

the· consideration that the Sherman Act, 15 U.S. C. §§ 1-7, is at once,' 

in response to the same ope!"Cii::ive facts, a civil and a criminal statute. 

While the proposed A ct is not, the effe ct is the same once it is re cog-

nized the violations it covers also are violations of federal and state 

criminal laws. 
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Second, the Sherman Act cases more thoroughly develop the 

concept of proof of conspiracies by inference's from patterns of things 

done than any other body of American case lav..,. Leading civil Sherman 

Act cases enunciating this concept of proof are Ea.stern States Retail' 

Lumber Dealer Association v. United_States, 234 U.S. 600 (1914), 

United States v. Masonite Corp., 316 U. S. 265 (1942), and especially 

Interstate Circuit, Inc. v. United States, 306 U.S. 208 (1939'). Nor 

has the development of this type of proof been confined to the civil 

cases. Sherman Act criminal cases to the sa.me effect, except that 

the standard of proof was the higher criminal standard and the cases 

were tried to juries instead of judges, are United States v. Socony-

Vacuum Oil Co. I 310 U. S. 150 (1940) and American Toba.cco Co. v . 

. United States, 328 U. S. 781 (1946). 

Finall y~ while the prop'osed Act spe d.fie s congres sionally 

approved restraints to be applied in appropriate circumstances, the 

Sherman Act § 4 civil decree development is the most elaborate 

example of court initiatives in this regard to be found in our law. Th(!! 

range of injunctive restraints that have been imposed is reported in 

2 Trade Reg. hep .. Y 8822 and Y 8824, the latter paragraph being cOl1cerned 

with the very extreme divestiture, dissolution and divorcement remedies 

cases. This philosophy of innovation by the courts to deal with specific 

situations is to be carried into the proposed Act. 

5. 
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COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 2B 

Ernergency Implementation 

The ernergency implementation intervals, with a congressional 

che ck on the executive, the inherent judicial che ck on both, and the 

moral che ck of independent advis ory review by the advisory board of 

state judges contained in Section 13 of the proposed Act al'e designed 

to sustain heavier individual restrictions than could a statute of general 

application. Emergency implen1entation statutes are not uncommon. 

The GUIDE TO EMERGEN CY POWERS CONFERRED BY LAWS IN 

EFFE CT January 9, 1969 prepared by the Office of Emergency Pre-

paredness, Executive Office of the President, and reproduced by 

the Library of Congress on October 28, 1971, lists 284 federal emergency 

measures. Most relate to military defense and preparedness. Some 

are implemented by the general emergency declared December 16, 1950 

and since continue in effect. Others require their own individual proclama-

tions, as would the proposed Act. Of particular interest here are the 

emergency statutes listed in the guide under the Title 7 Agriculture 

heading, plainly rested on the con1merce power and having no necessary 

relation to any military or aefense crisis. For example, consider 

7 U. S. C. § 1158 dealing with suspen s ion s of sugar import quota s. This 

body of emergency law makes it very evident the Congress can, if it 

wishes legi.slate a statutory basis for the identification and suppression 

of heroin-derived national emergencies. 

6. 
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The shared power of ternlina tion between Pre sident and Congres s 

is drawn from the exarnple of the Canadian War Measures Act, Can. 

Rev. Stat. Ch. 288 (1952) as superseded for the specific Quebec separatist 
I 

suppre s sion in 1970- 71 by Public Orde r (T emporary Measure) Act, 

Bill C-181, 3d Sess., 28th ParI. 

Other parts of Section 2B are included to make it clear that the 

emergency implementation period has to do with restricting wliat cases 

can be filed, and the interval in which cq.se filings can be made. On ce a 

case is properly filed it can be cornpleted. Once subjected to a decree 

it is intended tha t the e£fe cts of the de cree shall continue whether or not 

there is a declared emergency period in effect, also that decree modi-

fications can be made at any time. 
I 

The treaty exception is to avoid possible conflict inhibiting en-

for cement cooperation with foreign governments pursuant to Se ction .3 C 

during intervals when no emergency implementation is in effect in this 

country. In short, we could continue to support foreign government 

procedures, as agreed by treaty, even though no new cases currently 

could be filed here. 

Discussion of the use of depositions under Section 10 in criminal 

prosecutions is dis cussed in that Se dion I s ~ommentary. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 2C--

Relation to Criminal Law Enforcement 

This section declares the Act complementary to criminal law 

7. 



enforcement. The requirement laid on the Attorney General to certify 

the desirability of parallel civil proceedings where criminal charges 

have been filed is to prefer criminal proceedings first where there is 

no special reason for proceeding simultaneously: This is only a policy 

matter, but generally it :i5 undesirable that civil'cases should be decided 

until criminal cases dealing with identical issues have been resolved 

provided there is a prompt criminal trial. That the civil equity case 

can proceed despite that a crime also is involved is established law. 

Bennett v. Laman,_ 277 N. Y. 368, 14 N. E. 2d 439, 442 (1938). 

The Supr'erne Court as a matter of court- developed law has 

committed the federal courts to a broad collateral estoppel doctrine to 

1he effect that a party who has had a full and fair opportunity to litigate 

an issue may not relitigate it in a subsequent action even though the 

opposing par.~ies,are differ.ent: :Blonder-To'ngue Laboratories v. 

University of Illinois Foundation, 402 U. S. 313 (1971). In short, the 

doctrine of mutuality, restricting estoppels to situations where the 

parties are identical was overturned .. This decision follows the rule ." I 
l 

Pioneered by the California Court in Bernhard v. Bank of America Nat. 

Trust & Savings Assn., 19 Cal. 2d 807, 122 P. 2d 892 (1942) which, . , 

though yet minority doctrine, is the trend of the future. 

Even if this body of court-made law did not exist there would be 

precedent for Cong,ress to declare such an estoppel in the language of 

8. 
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Clayton Act §5(a), 15 U.S. C. §16(a), where, since 1914, persons 

uljured in their business or property by violations of the antitrust 

laws, have been enabled to make prima facie proofs through criminal 

or civil antitrust proceedings brought by the United States against 

defendants "as to all Inatter.s respecting which said judgn"lent or decree 

[resulting] would be an estoppel or between the parties thereto. II 

There is no doubt of the authority to use a crilninal conviction 

with its higher proof standard as the ba6is for establishing the facts 

of a civil case. Local 167 v. United States, 291 U. S. 293 (1934); Emich 

Motors C~rp. v. General Motors Corp., 340 U.S. 558, 568(1951), This 

is true even though a guilty plea rathe r than a litigated finding of guilt is 

involved. United States v. Ben Grunstein and Sons Co., 127 F. Supp. 

907, 909 (D. N . J. 1955). This use of guilty pleas seems sound enough 

where felonies are involved, though it would be open to question if minor 

criminal matters such as traffic violations were involved. Annotation 

18 A. L. R. 2d 1287, 1290 (1922). Whether state or federal violations, 

the crimes corresponding with the proposed Actls Section 3 are most 

serious felonies in which pleas of convenience are unlikely. 

There is considerable doubt whether guilt established by pleas 

of nolo contendere should be permitted toform the basis of an estoppel. 

They <h not un de r the antitrust law applications. Perhaps the proposed 

Actls Section 5A u.sage of these pleas should be eliminated, though if it 
it, ' •. 
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beconles a portion of the Act that is invalid there could result situations 

where nolo pleas would be accepted only where a defendant has subjected 

himself to an acceptable consent decree for the purposes of this Act. 

It is fundamental law that a losing litigant cannot go from state 

to federal court, or to the courts of another state and relitigate an issue 

already litigated. Thomas v. Consolidated Coal Co., 380 F. 2d 69 (4th 

Cir. 1967). Could it follow from this that a state court crimimtl COl1-

viction containing the elements of a violation of Se ction 3 of the Act might 

be used to estop the same defendant relitigating the same issues in federal 

district court where a civil decree is sought if the state conviction is 

offered in proof the acts complained of had occurred? More particularly, 

even though the federal courts were not disposed on their own initiative 

to extend the doctrine of collateral estoppel so far, could the Congress 

so direct? 

The answer seems certain to be affirmative. The states now are 

bound constitutionally to require evidence beyond a reasonable doubt to 

sustain criminal convictions. In re Winship, 397 U. S. 358 (1970). 

Thus the highest civil standards necessarily will be exceeded in any state 

felony convictions. The rationale which undergirds the Supreme 

Court's Blonder-Tongue decision surely could apply with equal force 

here. 

No case with facts squarely in point was found, but in some civil 

~ " 
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diversity cases, where the federal district courts are in effect sitting 

as if the y were sta te courts, attempts to relitigate in Wa shington and 

Nevada the is sue of negligen ce, already dete'rmined against the airline 

in G'llifornia federal district court, were refused. United States v. 

United Air Lines, Inc., 216 F. Supp. 709 (1962). The analogy is very 

strong. The federal judiciary would be hard put to deny Congress what 

is simply the rational end pJ.'oduct of its own reasoning, if indeed there 

were any inclination to do this. 

Worth noting in conclusion is the considel'ation that, armed 

. 
with criminal convictions, it usually should prove possible to obtain 

negotiated consent decrees. Beyond that, it probably would prove possible 

to obtain negotiated consent decrees for the purposes of in1plementing 

Section 7 of the proposed Act in circumstances where it is not deemed 

worth the time of the prosecutors andcou,rts to seek convictions against 

minor defendants. Generally the se would be in stan ce s of untried charges 

against minor cJ.'iminals that have been on the criminal docket ~o long they 

grow stale, and are dismissed to clear clogged dockets. Better than 

simple dismissals would be bargains for consent decrees before such 

dismissals. A growing pattern of decJ.'ees against minor traffickers 

would prove an increasing embarrassment to the major criminals who 

deal with them, in consequence of the aider and a.bettor provisions of 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d). 

11. 
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COMMENTARY R·[i:LATING 'ro SECTIONS ~: Prohibited Activities, 

and 4 -- Jurisdiction of Courts 

Section 3A of the proposed Act is closely structured 

upon Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §l, substituting 

multiple party conspiracies to sell or deliver heroin for 

conspiracies in restraint of trade, but with criminal aspects 

removed leaving this legislation purely civil. The common . 
• 

law conspiracy requiring no further overt act which is i~plicit 

in the Sherman Act, Nash v. United States, 229 U.S. 373 (19~3) ~ 

United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 225 n. 59 

(1940) is made explicit in the pr0pos~d Act. 

Sectio~ 4 of the proposed Acf is verbatim Section 4 of 

the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §4. 

A chief purpose of the deliberately ad::ptGd relationship 

is to obtain a procedure where trial will be to federal district 

judges, sit.ting in f-',quity without juries as in Sh'erman Act 

Section 4 cases. 

Another is to make clear to the courts that proofs of 

violations in terms of circumstantial evidence, as in the Sherman 

Act cases where this type of proof has its greatest development, 

shall be given full consideration, a matter already discussed 

in the commentary relating to Section 2A. 

No attempt will be made here to develop the theories of 

, proof which over the years would be developed by government 
I 

counsel in trying these cases. These will develop as in the 
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~ Sherman Act cases. Proofs always will be dif2icult, but never 

as difficult as in the factually identical corresponding 

criminal conspiracy case. Also, there are ancillary devices 

in this Act, particularly its Section 10 designed to encourage 

<: informer testimony, which will make it possible sometimes to 

'~ , 

obtain direct insider testimony concerning heroin dealing con-

s~iracies that it has not been ~ossible to obtain through 

purely criminal enforcement. '. 

Finally, the Sherman Act reference implies the courts· 

and government counsel shall use ingenuity and experimentation 

in developing appropriate injunctive controls such as have 

developed in the Sherman Act Section 4 decrees. This Act in 

its Section 9 specifies ~ number of restraints for imposition 

as appropriate, these being discussed in this memorandum under 

the commentary dealing with that section. But, for flexibility 

and adjustment to particular situations, which never can be 

entirely anticipated with legislation, it is desired, also, 

to preserve"and encourage the full inherent equity powers of 

the federal district courts to make appropriate decrees that 

will restore and thereafter maintairi acceptable behavior. 

Otherwise stated, as needful the courts, too, are'encouraged 

to test the limits of what is constitutionally permissible in 

c6ecking the heroin traffic. Considering the savagely anti-

social attitudes of the kind of defendants at which the decrees 

will be aimed, the fullest restraints the Constitution will 

13. 
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permit must be made real hazards to major heroin traffickers 

if they are to be deterred. 

The Supreme Court lately used the enormous decree powers 

inherent in an equity court to support the reapportionment 

cases, of which Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964) is the 

leading. example. The school desegregation busing cases are 

the context 'for the classic modern statement of the equ~ ty powers, 

Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1 

(1971) being the landmark decision. This opinion by Chief 

Justice Burger holds the injunctive remedy may be "awkward, 

inconvenient and even bizarre" witho~t being invalid, 

402 U.S. at 28. And it squarely s~ates that in equity cases 

"the nature of the violation determines the scope of the 

remedy." 402 U.S. at 16. Under the rule of this case, given 

a violation of sufficient gravity federal district courts 

effectively are invited to fashion decrees, which need be 

limited in their scope only by the Constitution itself but 

only where and as· needful, for it is never the purpose of equity 

to punish or do' more than is essential to'restore and maintain 

acceptable conditions. 

This concept of court initiatives to develop decrees 

appropriate to b~ing a found violation under control is par-

ticularly well stated and rev.iewed in United States v. United 

Shoe Machinery Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295, 348 (D. Mass. 1953), 

affirmed per curiam 347 U.S. 521. The author is Judge Wyzan.ski, 

probably the outstanding federal trial bench expert in ·the 

14. 
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framing of complex equity decrees. 

Section 3 is broken into its 3A and 3B segments to keep 

separate the conspiracy concept, which is primarily aimed at 

high-level syndicate insiders, and the consummated sale or 

delivery concept, which is primarily aimed at lower level 

dealers and street pushers. Decrees against the latter will 

usually be for the purpose of implementing the aider a~d 

abettor provision of Section 7, an ancillary aid to' en~orce

ment, and will be obtained on the basis of criminal proofs 

already made, or even more likely consent decrees negotiated 

given the relatively minor nature of many of the defendants 

who actuall¥ will be apprehended ~hysically handling the drug. 

The separation is not essential but, given the differing 

categories of probable defendants described, separation of 

conspiratorial acts from direct acts seems desirable. 

Federal illegality, rested on a base of state criminal 

law violations which will vary from stat€! to state, has long 

been upheld in cases decided under the Connal).\, H9.t Oil Act, 

.15 U.S.C. §§7l5-7l5m, before operation of that statute.was 

suspended, Very recent cases upholding the Travel for 

Racketeering Act, 18 U.S.C. §1952, which is similarly structured, 

are Spinnelli v. United States, 382 F.2d 871, 890 (8th Cir. 

1967) reversed on other grounds 393 U.S. 410, and United 

States v. Gerhart, 275 F.Supp. 443, 450 (p.C. W.Va. 1967). 

It would not be necessary to include crimes under state 
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law in that sales and deliveries of heroin are always in 

vjolation of federal law, except that it is desired to be 

able to take initial decrees through judicial estoppels based 

on state court convictions. These decrees usually will be 

for use in conjunction with the aider and abettor provisions 

of Section 7, though occasionally there may be a state con-

viction of a crime boss or chief lieutenant· -'-lich directly 

can be the basis of the type of civil decree which is t~e 

main objective of the proposed Act. 

This brings us to Section 3C, which encourages treaty 

extensions of jurisdiction. The pre~edent of the Nuremberg 

and Tokyo tr~als, never passed on ~y the Supreme Court* 

might, were it followed to the logical conclusion, justify 

a group of nations in agreeing by treaty to outlaw heroin, 

trafficking everywhere, regardless that it was engaged in 

on a legal basis wholly within territories outside the col

lective limits of the signatory nation, by persons who were 

* The case of In Re Yamashita,' 327 U.S. 1 (1946) involved 
a Japanese commanding general who failed to control his troops 
in the Phillipines during World War II, with the result he 
was charged with atrocities under the law of war bya military 
tribunal.' This made it possible to evade the fundamental issue 
of these trlals, which is squarely pos~d when a civilian, in 
his own national territory, commits acts against other men of 
an inhuman nature, but concerning which there either is no 
pre-existing law to be obeyed or only some sort of interna-, 
tional standards which his own na'tion does not recognize. 
Despite this he is tried and convicted. See Taylor, NUREMBERG 
AND VIETNAM (1972), at pages 78-94, for an opinion by the 
American Chief Prosecutor at Nuremberg that this country now 
should hold itself bOlmd by the precedent of those 'trials • 
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not citizens of any of the signatory nations. The drug has 

no medically approved purpose and it destroys many of its 

victims in a fashion that might justify equating traffic in 

it wi~h systematic murder of a class of human beings. 

But it would be unwise to press the point so far. A 

post-Nuremberg Supreme Court decision makes it just about 

certain that this nation's treaty undertakings are subject 
\ 

to constitutional testing. Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1 J1957). 

To so raise a Fifth Amendment due process issue when such is 

not necessary would be foolish. 

The traditional bases of jur~sdiction are citizenship 

and physical. presence within geogr,aphical boundaries of a 

sovereign nation (including high seas jurisdiction based on 

the flag of registry). In addition it is established that 

acts done outside a jurisdiction intended to and producing 

forbidden effects within it will support jurisd~ction. Charron 

v. United States, 412 F.2d 657 (9th Cir. 1969). These three 

bases of jurisdiction are enough. A group of signatory nations 

can by treaty pool their citizenships and national territories 

for the purpose of civilly restraining sales and deliveries 

of heroin therein, and conspiracies so to do. 

With a sUbstantial numberof the world's nations so 

agreeing, the inhibitions upon heroin trafficking would be very 

great indeed. Even though there remained some geography and " 

persons not reached by treaty, the constant threat of treaty 
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extensions to cover them too should cause the Big Crime 

businessman trafficker to avoid commitment to a business 

with such dangerous prospects. 

Presumably the nations representing the most lucrative 

markets for the heroin traffic would be among the earliest 

signatories. Thi~ in conjunction with the jurisdictional 

reach exhibited by the Charron case, would put traffickers in 

about the same status as the Frenchmal'\ 1>.uguste Ricord, who 

recently was extradited from Paraguay to stand trial in the 

United States, despite that never had he been in the United 

States prior to his extradition. 

In its March, 1973 SECOND ~~PORT the National Com-

mission on Mari~uana and Drug Abuse, at pages 231-233 strongly 

recOmmendli'. internationa 1 agreements be use,j to the extent 

po&&ib1 e-".:t;;:'f'" suppressing the drug traffic. Section 3C of the 

proposed Act is designed to encourage a series of treaties 

implementing civil injunctive contro~ devices, a rather more 

promising alternative than the criminal law when it is con-

sidered that illicit gain, the prime objective of opium traf-

fickers l will be the chief target of such treaties. For the 

threat that will be posed to those gains consider particularly 

Sections 9A(2), lIB and 12 of the proposed Act. 

18. 
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COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 5 -- Decrees 

There is a threshold matter to be disposed of here 

before entering upon more difficult inquiries. Common law 

equity normally will not enjoin criminal activities. But 

this is only policy. In re Debs, 158 U.S. 565 (1895) 

contains a comprehensive discussion of the matter, concluding 

that where sufficient reason exists the civil equitable 

power to restrain "is not ousted by the fact [the acts .COID-

plained o~. • • ara accompanied by or consist of acts in 

thems~lves violations of the criminal law. . " 158 U.S. 

at 599. This case could be urged as sound authority for the 

courts taking t~e initiative in enjoining organized crime, 

with its continuing patterns of illegal behavior which the 

criminal law has proved very inadequate to control for a 

half century now, and clogs and threatens further to clog 

the free functioning of the national commerce. But without 

the aid of detailed legislation by Congress it is unreasonable 

to expect the federal courts and attorneys alone to undertake 

so immense· a project. 

This common law background merits but passing notice. 

In fact there is a lengthy history of national legislation 

directing use of civil injunctions to suppress crilllinal 

behavior. The Sher.man Act, 15 U.S.C. §§1-7, in its sections 

1, 2, 3 and 4, since 1890 has made the same illeg.al behaviors 

the basis for seeking injunctions, bringing criminal charges, 

19. 
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or both. '11 rue I the Sherman Act offense is only a gross misdemeanor 

(up to one year in jail, or a $50,000 fine, or both). But for 

an example of a statute giving this same combinat~ of civil-

criminal treatments to felonies consider the example of Securities 

Act of 1933, 15 U.S.C. §§77a-77aa, wherein section 77t provides 

for injunctions and section 77x for imprisonments not to exceed 

five years which, under 18 U.S.C. §l are felonies. Other 
, . 

example.s can be produced, but in fact 'the Congress already is 

committc:d to use of the injunctive remedy as a cOmplement to 

jthe criminal law ~n the Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act, 

21 U.S.C. §§801-996. Section 882 is the pertinent section. 

Unfortunately ~t is perfunctory in the extreme and Lthout any 

significant legislative history. H.R. Rep. No. 91-1444, 91st 

Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). It also provides for jury trials of 

decree violations. To date it is unused, and as it stands 

there is little prospect for it or any comparable statutory 

authorization (another inadequate example is 18 U.S.C. §§1962-

1964) until and unless a comprehensive scheme of restraints is 

supplied the· courts by Congress. 

It is possible the jury trial requirement in the Drug 

'Abuse Prevention and Control Act, 21 U.S.C. §882, traces to 

18 U.S.C. §§402 and 3691, classifying as criminal copt,mpts 

decree violations which also are ~ederal or state law crimes, 

the situation here. But both sections exempt contempts in 

suits or actions brought by or in behalf of the United States, 

20 .. 



also the situation of the proposed Act. United States v. Onan; 

190 F.2d 1, ·9 (8th Cir. 1951), cert. den .. 342 u.S. 869 states 

this statutory scheme has no necessary application to civil 

contempt proceedings, a conclusion certainly supported by the 

plain language of the statutes. 

If it wishes the Congress can write statutes subjecting 

criminal behavior to injunctive restraints as well. It has 

done so repeatedly and no example of a case which would so " 

much as cast doubt on the authority so to do is known. 

Conceding, then, that Congress has the power, is there 

any requirement that, because criminal acts are involved, 

proofs of violations need be made to a standard higher than 

generally required in civil cases? The Sherman Act standard is no 

higher than the usual preponderance of the evidence rule. 

United States v. Schine Chain Theatres, 63 F. Supp. 229, 235 

(w.o. N.Y. 1945) affirmed in~part, reversed in part on other 

grounds 334 U.S. 110j United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l 

Bank, 201 F. Supp. 348, 369 (E.D. Pa. 1962) I reversed on 

other grounds 374 U.S. 321. Were the Sherman Act stand-

ard any higher, such surely would have been. the subject of 

forceful comment by a dissenter in.Ramsey v. United Mine '1orkers, 

401 U.S. 302 (1971), a ~~4 decision where there was labor union 

involvement, and a consequent unsuccessful Norris-LaGuardia 

Act based argument for "clear proof" was advanced. Decision 

by preponderance 9£ the evidence if the case was a regular 

Sherman Act case was not questioned. 

21. 



Actually, the more fundamental problem; is one of 

classification. If the main purp~se of the statute is 

remedial, civil standards of proof apply. If punitive, 

criminal standards. United States v. Zucker, 161 U.s. 475 

(1896) i United States v. Regan, 232 U.S. 37 (1914). The 

Regan case noted the Congress competently may authorize 

the enforcement of a pecuniary penalty by criminal prosecu-

tion or civil action as it chooses. There it chose the 

civil action. 232 U.S. at 216. This type of reasoning is 

further developed in He1vering v. Mitchell, 303 U.S. 391 (1938) 

which upheld civil collection of a 50 percent added tax penalty 

pursuant to "a distinctly civil procedure" provided by Congress. 

303 U.S. at 402-403. Other cases of interest for evaluating 

whether a statute is remedial and subject to civil standards, 

or penal, are Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 96 (1958) holding 

penal a statute depriving a convicted deserter of citizenship, 

and Wright v. Securitie~ and Exchange Commission, 112 F.2d 89 

(2d Cir. 1940), holding civi1,'and thus subject only to a 

substantial evidence test, the expUlsion of a me~ber of a 

securities exchange. 

The essentially remedial purpose of the proposed Act 

is writ large throughout. It simply is not possible under it 

to obtain an initial decree against a defendant which causes 

reduction in physical freedom or loss of assets (unless he 

aid~ and abets a defendant known already to be subject to 

restraints in which case he is not a mere first-time violator 

22. 
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anyway). And thereafter the statutory scheme is mainly one 

of progressively intensifying restraints designed to find 

the level at which obedience will be yielded. 

There is a distinction a~ to content of initial decrees. 

Where ?roof.::; by mere preponderance of the evidence are all that 

are accomplished, a "go and sin no more" decree tracking and 

commanding obedience in the future to the strictures of Section 3 

is all that can be obtained. Where proofs by clear and con-

vincing evidence are made, or through judicial estoppel effects 

there are available proofs meeting criminal standards, assets 

to the extent they actually can be identified can be placed in 

conditions whe~e their forfeiture will be facilitated should 

there occur another violation. This last is some inconvenience 

to defendants but no present lo!s. It would seem that this 

"second chance" followed by a- ll third chance," pattern, under 

an -intensifying decree, structure, demonstrates convincingly 

its main purpose is to obtain future obedient behavior, not 

punish past behavior. 

The standard of proof adopted throughout the Act except 

for those initial decrees that do no more than track the law, 

is the "clear and convincing" standard. This standard, falling 

between the preponderance of the evidence and proof beyond a 

reasonable doubt, derives from the law of equity. It is the 

highest 'civil standard. It is a burden deliberately placed on 

23. 
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the government, for this is a statute the violat1on of which 

has grave, though not criminal, consequences, even as do many 

decrees of courts of equity. Hence it seems appropriate 

defendants should enjoy the same standards as those applied 

, by equity courts dealing with such serious concerns as whether 

fraud is to be found, or oral testimony is to be permitted to 

override the written word expressed to the contrary. A higher 

standard of proof deliberately has been assumed here than. 

Congress would be obliged to grant. 

Given the essentially amoral and vicious nature of the 

i defendants at which this Act is aimed, even grudging obedience 

, to their decrees cannot be assumed as might be the case with 

the general run of mankind. To overcome this, the Act depends 

more on hanging a continuing threat of intensifying modifica·~ 

tions of outstanding decrees over them than on the exaction 

of forfeitures for past disobediences. It is this susceptibility 

to a pattern of increased r.estraints once a defendant is singled 

'i out by the initial decree entered, and not just the current 

, content of his decree (particularly if it is a simple command 

to obey Section 3 of the Act) which is especially relied upon 

to persuade defendants to courses of future obedience. 

The decisions are not numerous for intensifying modi-

fications have not been common, but the law is very clear 

i decrees can be modified to the further detriment of defendants 
" 1 

>! as well as modified to relieve them of portions of decree terms. 
,~ 
.~ 
.. ~ 

:~ ;, 
United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., 391 U.S. 244 

~ (1968): Chrysler Corp. v. United State~, 316 u.S. 556 (1942). 
, -'~~~ I In this same general vein~:n~~r t~~ Uni ted States v. 

" !i 
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American Society of Composers, Authors, andPublisheE§., 

341 F.2d 1003 '2d Cir. 1965), where the proposition is advanced 

that sometimes modifications of a decree obtained by the United 

States may be more effective than simple contempt proceedings. 

The circumstances in which intensifying modifications 

of decrees can be sought entail proof of violations of de-

fendants' decrees by clear and convincing evidence. Inas-
\ 

much as this is the highest civil standard, the only possible 

objection would be that a particular modification entails a 

criminal penalty, requiring that criminal standard of proof 

be met. The commentary relating to Section 9 will deal with 

the particular restraihts enumerated, seeking to demonstrate 

they are supported by non-criminal precedent analogies in all 

instances except the monitoring attendances of Section 9R. 

This restraint represents legally untested pioneering, though 

it can be shown there are non-criminal detentions even more 

onerous applied in the 9urrent law.' 

The Act does not forbid, and by its Section 9D rather 

clearly contemplates that there may be easing modifications 

as well as intensifying modifications of decrees. It also 

contemplates summary reimpositions of restraints once in 

effect b~thereafter eased. In the absence of specific lan-

guage it is assumed the courts would be guided in fact deter-

minations here by the usual preponderance of the evidence rules. 

But as procedures having distinct clemency aspects are not 

simple matters of fact ~inding, it was not deemed desirable 

':\ to enunciate set standards. It is not intended, however, that 

25. 



a defendant ever Rhall gain standing to avoid summary reimposition 

of any decree terms to which he ever has been sUbject. 

Finally, how of the declared intent of Congress that en-

forcement by civil contempt process shall be preferred? It 

was the possibility that this could trench upon the preserve 

of the judiciary that chiefly prompted the language in Section 14 

that provisions of the Act should be read as recommendations 

rather than commands where constitutional separation of powe; 

problems might exist. £t. Michaelson v. United States, 266 

',,1 
u.S. 42, 64-66. 

(It is not intended the courts shall be 

,I inhibited in cases they deem appropriate from instituting 1 ':\ 

~I criminal contempt proceedings in purely disciplinary situations :",' 

i 

,I where an affront to the dignity of· a court must be redressed.) ! • 
i'l n It will be observE:d the whole intensifying st.ructure 

1 of the Act depends on proven civil contempts for implemen-

tation. It would be possible to restructure this inta a 

pattern of motions seeking m,?difications, follo~.red by evi

dentiarY,hearings. The eCOnomy and force of the present 

structure makes it desirable that it be adopted if support-

able, however. From the standpoint of defendants, too, 

this structure is a safeguard they will not enjoy if they can 

be SUbjected to modiFication hearings without a contempt 

being proved. 

I f there ever \~as ,3 contrary rule, it is now clear that 

the United States is not inhibited by its governmental status 

from seeking .to enforce decrees it has obtained by civil con

tempt process. McCrone v. United States, 307 U.S. 61, 63 (1939): 

~ited States v. United Mine Workers, 330 U.S. 258 (1947): 

26. 
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Annotation, 61 A.L:R. 20 1083, 1104 (1958). That issue laid 

to rest, however, there remains a problem of classification. 

The courts certainly are not going to permit criminal contempts 

to be labeled civil contempts, and thereby evade the jury 

trials declared to be the right of defendants in criminal 

contempts involving more than petty punishments. Cheff v. 

Schnackenberg, 384 U.S. 373 (1966); Bloom v. Illinois, 

391 U.S. 194 (1968). 

Nevertheless it is most undesirable juries should" be 

inv:olv(:!d in assessing contempt behavior under this Act. The 

intim~dating tactics of defendants such as these are well 

known and have been the subject of frequent comment by re

sponsible oft'icials. However, were it determined that con-

tempts containing criminal activities had to have criminal 

dispositions, the Act still could work. A distinction then 

would need to be drawn between such.contemp~ and other COI1-

tempt violations of decree terms not involving activities 

also criminal. And, as already noted, it would be possible 

to separate the intensifying modification procedures from the 

contempt processes, using motions for modification followed 

by evidentiary hearings to accomplish the modifications. This 

would pr,eserve a civil non-jury status for intensifications 

regardless of how contempt depositions were handled. 

In Shillitani v. Un~ted States, 384 U.S. 364 (1966) 

the Court reviewed its past learning concerning civi~ and 

criminal contempts, concluding the test is: What does the 

court primarily seek to accomplish? 384 U.S. at 390. The 

27. 
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case involved a sentence for refusing to testify after immunity 

was granted, terminable when the defendant obeyed and hence 

classified as civil. 

Probably the best discussion of the distinction between 

civil and criminal contempts is that contained in Parker v. 

Uni ted States, 153 F. 2d 66 (1st Cir. 1946). Civ il con t:Etmpts 

are for the purpose of coercing future obedience and the 

orders are framed to this end. This is the purpose of the Act, 

operating as it does in terms of intensifying decree terms 

upon disobed~ences, always seeking as its objective the minimum 

/): 
level of restra.ints at which future o1::edience will be yielded. 

18 U.S.C. §§402 and 3691, classify asct.:mternptsiorjury 

trial decree violations which also are federal or state crimes. 

But the plain language of these statute~ excepts suits or 

actions brought ~y the United States. Un~ted States v. Cnap, 
.. 

190 F.2d 1, 9 (8th Cir. 1951), cert. den. 342 U.S. 869. The 

general congressional stance there indicated is consistent 

with the structure of the proposed Act. It shows Cohgress 

already has resolved the point in favor of non-jury process 

where the United State::, is a party. If the Congress directs 

a preference for civil processes unattended by jury trial, 

the courts can be expected to give the legislative declaration 

2.8. 
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much weight in making the. classification as to whether the 

proceedings are civil or criminal. 

The proposed Act does not contain affirmative language 

directing that civil contempts containing the elements of 

criminal violations shall be ·tried to the courts without ~uries. 

Such language perhaps should be included to make it indisputably .. 
certain that no contrary inte~pretation··is possible. That way 

the· only avenue of attack will be on constitutional grounds. 

The requisite standard of proof for civil contempts 

ranges from the highest clear and convincing proof standard 

down to mere preponderance of the evidence. Annotation, 49 

A.L.R. 975 (1927). The Act has placed on the United States 

the burden of ~eeting the highest civil standard. This standard, 

it is to be .. noted, also is the highest degr~e of proof re-

quired for stripping an attorney of the profession which is 

dt once his life and his livelihood. 7 Am. Jur. 2d, Attorneys 

at Law §67 (1963). Criminal businessmen sho~id not be enti-

tIed to more when the objective is not punishment but future 

disobedience in an area of law enforcement all must agree is 

critical beyond most to the national wellbeing. 

I 
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COMMENTARY REh~TING TO SECTION 6 

The Voluntary Exoneration Privilege 

This section is in no sense essentialto"the proposed 

Act. It is a concession to defendants who actually may 

be innocent oi wrongdoing, but are enmeshed in a circum-

stantial evidence conspiracy case that leads the trier of 

fact to conclude otherwise. 

Inasmuch as this matter. is neither criminal nor com-

pelled, no Fifth Amendment implications are raised. A 

defendant, informed of the actual adverse fact findings 

about to be entered against him (though obviously not of 

the content of the ensuring decree which may be entered, for 

. this phase of the case yet will remain to be developed as 

is usual in formulating decrees of ?ny complexity) simply 

is by this section given an opportunity to escape an . ~ , 

adverse decree if, through polygraph testings, he can 
• • 
establish probable non-involvement. 

The leading national proponents of polygraph testing, 
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basing their conclusions on over 35,000 tests, claim that the 

known margin of error is less than one percent, with about 

another five percent of the tests rejected as too uncertain 

in the manifestations indicated to justify conclusions. Reid 

and Imbau" TRUTH AND DECEPTION 234 (1966). A considerably 

larger margin of error than this (which in the format proposed 

always would be in favor of defendants) 'could be accept.ed w.i thout , 

serious damage to the suppression objective sought. Eve~ if 

as many as ten pe~cent of those against whom adverse findings 

were about to be entered could "beat" the test if they took 

it, the·screening still would be abundantly adequate to serve 

the objective ~ought. 

A collection of papers presented at a University of 

Tennessee symposium on the polygraph deals with its accuracy. 

22 Tenn. L. Rev. 711-74 (1953). Contrary to the cases collected 

at Annotation, 95 A.L.R.2dS19 (1964) refusing polygraph 

evidence in criminal cases, a leading commentator on the law 

of evidence has stated exclusion of polygraph tests from 

criminal trials is not justified, McCormick, EVIDENCE §l74 

(1954). No such revolutionary extension as this is proposed 

her~ This matter is civil and voluntary . 
• 

Typical of criticisms of the polygraph tes~ (apart from 

those related to the tendency indirectly to compel what amounts 

to involuntary adverse testimony if the test is refused) 

is the type of statistical analysis found 
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in Skolnick, Scientific Theory and Scientific Evidence: An 

Analysis of Lie Detection, 70 Yale L.J. 694 (1961). Here, 

using statistical bases which are deviant from the whole pool 

ot guilty and innocent persons which would be the fair mea-

sure of results, a parade of horrib1es is constructed. The 

premise is a doubtful one even for criminal trials, for the 

body of innocents in a fair cross section of these is unlikely 

to be very large. But regardless of validity in the criminal 

context, in .the context of the proposed Act it simply means .. , 

that a defendant, against whom the evidence has gone in the 

best judgment of a federal district judge, is· given one last 

opportunity to- show he probably is.innocent of wrongdoing. 

One reasonably may speculate that, given the psychology 

of the situation, there will be few offers on the part of de-

fendants found in violation of the Act to take the test. But 

be this speculation right or wrong, the accuracy of the po1y-

graph is such that it will not be beaten with enough frequency 

to damage the effectiveness of the civil injunctive control 

system proposed. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 7 --

Violations by Aiding and Abetting 

10! The primary function of this section is to take advantage 

of the decrees, described in Section 2C, which can be obtained 

by consent or through judicial estoppel effects upon their con

victions, ~gainst street pushers and the relatively vulnerable 
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lower echelon dealers who supply them. Then, after notice is 

given, the higher echelon criminals who sell or delive~ th~se 

persons heroin, or who it can be shown conspired to do so by 

being part of the supp:y or financing system whereby sales 

or deliveries are accomplished, can be treated directly as 

contemnors in the manner of Federal Rule of Civ.il Procedure 65(d). 

Particularly in a heroin ttafficking conspiracy, it is quite 

unnecessary to show that a defendant in the chain of supply 

had in mind any particular sale or delivery for there is no 

legal alternative. Po1iafico v. United States, 237 F.2d 97, 

104 (6th Cir., 19561 c~rtiorari denied 352 U.S. 1025. 

These low level decrees would not be for the purpose 

of bringing minor criminals into the pattern of intensifying 

decree pressures to coerce their future obedience. Many of 

them, being addicts themselves, are almost without will to 

withdraw from an activity that supports their addictions. 

Also, at this level the calculating buiiness mentality that 

measures risks against gains is not going to be usual, and 

even if it were, at this level there is little to protect. 

Rather the purpose is to convert these minor criminals into 

an increasing myriad of traps for the more highly placed who 

deal through them. The cqnsternation and confusion that would 

be thrown into the heroin distribution sysians as· the outstanding 

decree of th~s nature mounted into the thousands would be 

enormous. In the case of big organized crime it would provide 

33. 



an added difficulty and risk which should exert a powerful 

additional tendency for these groups to get entirely clear 

of heroin, including even the financing support given lesser 

criminals who handle it. 

Recent New York City statiAtics shoy, that only 2% of 

those arrested for drug felonies are sent to prison, and only 

about 2% of this 2% are sentenced t.O 15 or more ye0rs. Wall· t--
Street Journal, January 23, 1973, at page 14. The raw statistics 

reported did not split out the heroin offenses, but for one 

or another reasons that will not be inquired into here, there 

evidently are a great many heroin pushers who are soon back 

on the streets under no restraints whatever except the inade-

quate threat of the criminal law from whom it probably would 

be quite easy to obtain a simple "go and sin no more" consent 

. , decree had this b~en ba~gained for at the time of arrests . 
'\ 

True enough these pro'cedures are most unlikely to form 

the basis of an aiding and abetting decree against a top boss, 

or even the chief lieutenants of a top boss. But it would 

make it hazardous indeed for the lower rung insider syndicate 

members, and for the, top level tributary wholesalers and 

distributors of heroin who are next below them. Occasionally, 

too, these procedures might catch a fish big enough to be 

capable of informing against top people, and willing to do 

so under the safeguards of Section 10 of this Act if he believed 

himself th.reatened with punishment, for his failure. In any 
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case, to the,extent big organized crime organizations were 

willing to continue to deal in heroin, inexorably if slowly 

these procedures would tend to work ever closer to the top, 

unless the persons trapped in them were permanently discarded 

once subject to a decree. 

It is assumed the Attorney General can and would develGp 
\ 

notice procedures consistent with the due process requirements 

of Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank and Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 

(1950) for the purposes of this section and Section 8. Inas-

much as Rule 65(d) binds those having "actual notice by 

personal service or otherwise," it. also should be possible 

to proceed against aiders and abettors with actual knowledge 

of an outstanding decree, whether or not served. Hill v. 

United States, 33 F.2d 489 (8th Cir. 1929). certiorari denied 

280 U.S. 592. It is unlikely by reason of problems of proof 

that persons not served would be proceeded against under 

Section 7. The case well could be otherwise for 

continued memberships in criminal associations outlawed pur-

suant to Section 8, however, by reason of the notoriety such 

decrees would attain. 

Rule 65(d) binds to the injunction parties, their officers, 

agents, servants, employees and attorneys "and those persons 

in active concert or participation with them who receive actual 

notice of the order by personal service or otherwise. II Under 
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this rule persons well-knowing of an injunction, but not parties 

and acting for themselves alone do not become contemnors, for 

a decree cannot behlterpreted to bind the world. Alemite Mfg. 

Co. v. Staff, 42 F.2d 832 (2d Cir. 1930). (A fact si tuat ion 

like the Alemite case always is pregnant with the risk, of 

course, that there will result a fact finding that the apparently 

independent actor is a mere stalking horse for a party subjec~ 

to decree,' 

This raises a question upon which, strangely enough, 

no squareholding was found. Obviously, absent most peculiar 

circumstances, sellers or deliverers of heroin, and conspirators 
. 

to do so, are going to be acting p~i~arily for their own selfish 

interests. Does the fact they know they are making possible 

Ii an act which results in the person with whom they deal violating 
.I 

his decree take them out of the independent category and intro-

'1 
duce a sufficient element of· privity to bring Rule 65(d) into 

1 

" I, 

'! 

Ii , 
j' 

play? 

In McGraw-Edison Company v. Preformed Line Products Co., 
d 

I >~ 

:1 362 F.2d 339, 344 (9th Cir. 1966), certiorari denied 385 U.S. 919 
i ,., 
i 

" 

\ 
the court said, "Non-parties may be found in contempt of an . 

'1 

::t 
,I 

,~ 
I 

injunction provided they have actu~l notices of the injunction 

and aid or abet in its violations." The case did not have to' 
·1 

" j 
lid come to grips with the issue of whether the knowing sale of 

:1 

'I I'! 

'l '~'1 

~i ~' 

forbidden items to an enjoined party would make the seller 

a contemnor, but it does enunciate the aiding and abetting 

concept of concert and ?articipation. 
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In United Pharmaceutical Corp. v. United State~, 306 F.2d 515 

(1st eire 1962) the defendant knowingly purchased a drug that 

another corporation was enjoined from producing, but obtained 

it from a source independent of the enjoined corporation. Thereby, 

under the Alemite rule, the defendant avoided being in contempt, 

but the court very carefully noted that the drug had not been 

obtained from the enjoined corporation in reaching the re,su1t .. 

It is not reasonable a person can avoid the vicarious 

contemnor status while deliberately and knowingly dealing with 

an enjoined person in the very items that that person is by 

his decree forbidden to deal in. So to hold would sugqest an 

aider and abettor cannot have independent purposes, but must 

be subservient, serving solely the interests of the enjoined 

party. That is the definition of an agent, and renders the 

language of the rule under investigation meaningless surplusage. 

This section is p~obab1y good as it stands. Nevertheless, 

prudence may dictate that it be amended, or at least any com-

mittee reports attending.it explain that aiding and abetting 

includes knowing participation, direct or conspiratorial, in 

any sale or delivery of heroin to a defendant already restrained 

from engaging in such sales or deliveries. 

This situation is structured to cast on a person who 

becomes a contemnor under it the status of a second violator. 

This is quite proper for he is chargeable with the fi~st injunc-

tion. It is not intended, however, that the harsher restraints 
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thereby made possible actually will be used against mere 

street pushers and petty dealers. Rather this structuring 

is for the uncommon situation where an aiding and abetting 

violation case can be made against significant majvr crimi-

nals engaging in the heroin traffic. Because the monitoring 

attendance restraint of Section 9H is an exceptionally harsh 

coercion, it is further limited so it cannot be applied upon 

just the occurrence of one single aider and abettor violation. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 8 --

Outlawed Associations 

Criminologists have viewed fheir inability to attack 

the big crime syndicates themselves as an almost insuperable 

barrier to successful assault on organized crime. The mat-

ter is discussed at length by Dr. Donald Cressey, one of 

the nation's leading students of organized crime in his book, 

THEFT OF THE NATION (1969), which is drawn primarily from 

his experiences and work with the McClellan Committee's 

organized crime investigation of the late 1950's. In terms 

of the criminal law, which really cannot effectively punish 

an informal association of criminals, he probably is right. 

But in the Sherman Act Section 4 civil cases, the courts do 

precisely what the criminal law cannot do. By resort to civil 

equity this wealth of experience and precedent is available 

with which to attack these criminal associations. 
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In the original Shelman Act Section 4 cases the dissolutions 

ordered usually involved identifiable legal entities. Northern 

Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197 (1904): Standard 

Oil Co. v. United ~tates, 221 u.S. 1 (1911). But ever since 

the case of Brown v. United States, 276 u.S. 134, 141-42 (1928) 

there can be no doubt whatever that if the Congress so provides, 

even if only by necessary implication, an informal association. , 

may be proceeded against by its popular name. As the decision 

further indicates citing Supreme Court decisions, such already 

had occurred in the Sherman Act area. A very early example 

is the leading case of United States v. Addyston Pipe _s:: 
. 

Steel Co., 85 F. 271 (6th Cir. l8~8) I affirmed 175 u.S. 211 

(1899). In this section of the proposed Act it is not left 

to implication, but squarely provided informal associations 

may be proceeded against by popular name. 

Major representative Sherman Act cases in which informal 

conspiratorial associations have been proscribed are United 

States v. Hartford-Empire Co" 323 u.S. 386 (1945): United 

States v. National Lead Co., 332 u.S. 319 (1947) and United 

States v. Paramount Pictures, 334 u.s. 131 (1948). 

The means for proceeding against a voluntary informal 

association is by service on its officers and such of its 

members as can be conveniently reached. National Harness 

Mlfrs. Assln. v. F.T.C., 268 F. 705, 709 (6th eire 1920). 

Again, the proposed Act so provides. 

There is thus no room for any reasonable doubt but 
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that Congress can compel an organized crime association 

brought before the courts for dissolution if the case against-

it be proved. 

The Act is not intended fOD use against minor criminal 

conspiracies, but there is no reason to cast on the United 

States the purely technical burden of proving a large member-

ship in making its case. This statute would at all times be 

under the strict control of the Attorney General in its appli-

cation, and it must b~ assumed a proper discretion will be 

used in bringing actions to prosc~ibe the existence of organized 

groups of crim~nals. Thus the burden of membership pr06f is 

only ten persons. 

For a case holding that an illegal conspiracy continues 

though transmuted in organi.zationa 1 form see Un i ted States 

v'. ELI. duPont de Nemours & Co., 188 F. 127, 152-(3d Cir. 1911). 

The problem asfuere noted is whether the proofs of the con-

tinued existence of what is claimed to be the same conspiracy 

are adequate to support the findings made . 

. More difficult' than the points jus't; considered is the 

problem the United States will 6ave in discharging its burden 

of proving the existence of the aasociation to be proscribed. 

The organized crime assqciations are both informal and highly 

secretive. Nevertheless their exist~nces and identities are 

quite notorious. Assistant Attorney General Henry E. Petersen 

is able to declare there are 26major.syndicates in the country, 
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involving about 5,000 members with ab.out 3,000 of these identified. 

U.S. News & World Report, June 5, 1972 at pages 64~65. And 

see Time, April 24, 1972 at page 46 identifying the six major 

New York City Mafia "families." A rather precise identifica-

tion of Mafia families nationally is reported by Cressey, 

THEFT OF THE NATION (1969). The evidence is impressive that 

as a matter of police intelligence the existences of'th~ 

organized crime syndicates are beyond reasonable dispute. 

The problem is to translate this police intelligence into 

evidence usable in a federal district court. 

The hurdle is in the hearsay evidence rule, for it 

is utterly impossible to Jut in a record as foundation evi-

dence the totality, or even a small part of the reports~ 

rumors, speculations, etc. which cumulatively will form the 

ba,is of any police intelligence expert's opinion. The evi-

dence if it is to come in, must' come In wi thou t req'uiring a 

'foundation laid for it. 

Tested in its most sensitive aspect, the right of con-

frontation, the Supreme Court has refused to elevate the 

hearsay rule from its common law basis to a consti tut,ional 

prohibition. California v. Green, 399 U.S. 149 (1970) •. The 

hearsay rule also has legislated exceptions that are con-

stitutional such as various brisiness records acts, 28U.S.C. 

§1732 being the federal example. The proposed Act would be 

another. In Chestnut v. Ford Motor Co., 445 F.2d 967 (4th ,Cir. 

1971) "the necessity of accepting the particular hearsay" and 
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"its circumstantial probability of trustworthiness" were said to be 

I ~ factors more important than whether the evidence fell into a tra-

ditional exception to the rule. In the area of complex litigation, 

chiefly concerned with business affairs, the Second Circuit as long 

ago as 1923 in The Spica, 289 F. 436, stated, "On the matter of 

proving the activities of a large business, necessity compels a relaxa-

tion of the rule that a witness should speak only as to matters of per-" 

sonal knowledge .... " In United States v. Aluminun1 Co. of America, 

35 F. Supp. 820 (S. D, N. Y. 1940) the court stated, "Opinion evidence 

by an acceptable expert re'sting wholly or partly on information, oral 
, .. ' 

or documentary, recited by him as gathered from others .. '. is 

competent even though the firsthand source from which the information 

c~me be i10t produced in court." The new Federal Rules of Evidence 

go far with the indicated trend. >Consider Rules 702~ 703 and 803, not 

~' \ here set out but consistent with these authoriti.es. 

A conclusion is inescapable that the Congress can legislate this 

exception to the hears"ay rule and permit the opinion evidence of q'~ali-

fied police intelligence eXperts on the existence of criminal associations 

to be received. It is unlikely despite the opportunity afforded that crime 

syndicate members or their attorneys will come forward to contest the 

existence of their criminal associations at this stage of pro·ceedings. 

This will facilitate the proscription of an ass('/ciation, which proscriptio'n 

will represent a considerable hazard for any top boss who continues his 
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organization. Despite the opportunity to relitigate afforded by Section 

9C, there is risk the government may win. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 9 -- Decree Terms 

and Enforcement (Preliminary Comments) 

The fundamental authority upon which Section 9 rests 

is power in the national legis lature, bounded only by con-

stitutional limits, to authorize and direct the courts to 

utilize any decree restraints which will tend to obtain 

fro~ defendants their future obedient behavior. 

The constitutionality element in a statute like this 

one will change qccording to whether there exists what reason-

able men can denominate a clear and present danger and thereby 

support an interval of emergency implementation. Also,the 

validity of decrees will have to meet the test of whether 

they are reasonable applications to ,the conJerol problem posed 

by the situations particular defendants~ The important con

sideration is tLat it is extremely unlikely t,his proposed 

Act can be wiped out as wholly unconstitutional, 'or that its 

more ~ious restraints will wholly fail. That being the case, 

even if. particular defendants win occasional cases on con-

sti tutiona 1 grounds the Act~ will continue to stand as a present 

hazard for crime syndicate members willing to risk involvement 

in tlW ... heroin traffic. Active enforcement against those fool-

hardy enough to continue (and it is believed they will be few 

unless the enforcement aim of the Act is deliberately brought 

lower than the top syndicates ,wh€!re cool business judgment is 

less common) should break their will to continue rather shortly. 
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This Act, though its applications are gradual as consistent 

with civil coercion, is a fearsome thing for a rich and 

powerful criminal to become enmeshed in, for it probably will 

ruin him as master of his own house. 

The significant core pattern of intensifying restraints 

anticipated in application of this Act to major crime bosses 

is first the financial restraints of Section 9A,then the 
t 

area exclusions of Section 9D, and finally the monitoring 

attendances of Section 9H. The courts also are encouraged 

to experiment with restraints of their own devising, some 

of which could be severe under this authori~9tion. 
, 

Only the core restraints,. Sections 9A, 9D and 9H, are 

discussed under separate headings in this memorandutn. Section 9B, 

concerned with secret transfers of assets out of the United 

States by defendants, has been structured as an ~ntensifying 

additional restraint to be imposed 'upon a defendant who has 

once disobeyed his decree. Consideration should'be give~ to 
.... ~ 

includi ng this as an element of Section 9A,' among ,the a'ncillary' 

devices designed to aid in discovering and ultimately for-

feiting hidden assets. 

Section ge, concerned with continued memberships in 

crime syndicates that h,ave been ordered dissolved/ is designed 

to put a natural person defendant in the same position as if 

a Section 3 violation had been proved against him. The really 

seriocis effect from the standpoint of an organized crime 
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syndicate and its master, is that it brings under attack 

all syndicate a~tivities, for at this point it is membership 

in the syndicate, not just heroin dealing, which is the sub-

ject of the decree. It is, of course, self-evident that a 

proscribed informal association of natural persons can be 

further attacked only by attack on its members. The dis~ 

cussion in the commentary on Section 8 applies here, and 

will not be repeated. The violation, as stated in Knauer v. 

United St,ates, 237 F.B, 19-20 (8th Cir. 1916) is, ":tnstead 

of withdrawing when it [the association1 became illegal, 

members by remaining such. became guilty. II 

It is not pretended the burden of proof iri a Section 9C 

proceeding is any but heavy. First the association must 

be proscribed, then its continued existence and specific 

memberships therein must be shown -- two ::Jeparate trials, 

each requiring clear and convincing evidence. But the ultimate 

threat is great and real. In addition, the Section 8 and 

,. Section 9C procedures can cause a rather constant barrag~ of 

unwelcome 'publicity for men who thrive on secrecy. Would 

it be P9ssible in such an atmosphere to find so many willing 

corruptees on the law enforcement, side as has been the case? 

Section 9E, concerned with depactation of aliens is within 

the power of Congress to confer on the courts in a matter as 

serious as proven trafficking in heroin. This will not be 

an ~mportant restraint, however. Virtually all the crime 

bosses today are American citizens, not aliens. 
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Section 9F is concerned with the forcible detention 

for rehabilitation from their heroin addiction of defendants 

who are addicts. The legal authority for such procedures is 

in the commentary concerning Section 9D, hereafter. It is 

unlikely this will be a significant restraint for few, if 

any, upp~r-echelon crime syndicate members are heroin addicts. 

As to lesser criminals who might run afoul of this sectiqn, 

it is not intended to supplant the numerous state procedures 

designed to cope with the problem. For an example of a state law see 34A 

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York, §§200-214, and 

particularly §206 therein. Presumably the Attorney General 

could be relied on to hold this section to the service intended. 

Section 9G forbids continued associations with specified 

persons. There is precedent for courts of equity to issue this 

type of injunction in the sex triangle cases. Annotation, 

175 A.L.R. 481 (1948) ; Moreland, Injunctive Controls of 

Family Relations, 18 Ky. L.J. 207 (1930). Refusals to enjoin 

in these cases are not on constitutional grounds, but because 

of the discretion in application which characterizes common 

law equity. Snedaker v. King, 111 Ohio St. 225, 145 N.E. 15 

(1924) . 

Virtually all the sex triangle cases are a generation 

or more old. It is to be doubted they would be followed today 

given current attitudes. However, the courts almost certainly 

would not reach the constitutional -issue, but only refuse to 

intervene as a matter of policy~ Thus, though the constitutionality 
• 
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issue here would be hard fought and close, the restraint is 

worth including. It is not an initial restraint but an intensi-

fying restraint for situations where recalcitrance has been 

demonstrated. And, while it probably would not be fully effec-

! 
l' 

tive to prevent communications among members of a criminal 

\ 

t 
l 

association, it could have powerful effects in threatening 

the standing of a crime boss as master of his organizatibn. 

The psychological effect of this restraint in deciding such 
r I, 

l' 
I· 
I 

a man to take his organization out of heroin trafficking 

cou1d'be considerable. 
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Section 9I is designed to permit stays in the case of 

decrees, or consequences stemming from dec;r-ee violations, which 

prodl.!lce restrictions on personal freedoms or comma,nd for-

feitures of assets. The distinction is essentially that be-

l'. 
\; 

1 
~ .~ 

f; • 
l 
Ie 

tween mandatory and prohibitory injuncti9n~. 42 Am~ Jur.2d, 
, ,~ 

Injunctions §348 (1969).' A delendant suffers no immediate 
t 

loss upon being commanded to obey the lpw, discovering his 

assets and bonding his obedience; hence no necessity of 

staying that sort 'of decree pending appeal. 
~ 

Six man juries are legal juries, Williams v. Florida, 

399 u.S. 78 (1970), and jury determination by less than unan~-

mous juries are constitutional. Jqhnson v. Louisiana, 92 S. :\ 
Ct. 1620 (1972). Section 9J is designed to take advantage of 

these decisions~ These decisions also should be kept in mind 

in any ,revisions of the Act acquiescing in jury trials. And, should 
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it be decided forfeitures were to be permitted only pursuant to jury 

verdict, the full thrust of the Johnson case, nine of twelve majority 

verdicts, should be written into the Act. Should proofs beyond a 

reasonable doubt in jury trial ever be required for implementation 

of any part of this Act, the need for nine of twelve verdicts would be 

an impe rative needed revision. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 9A -- Financial Restraints 

This restraint is to be applied initially in combination 

with the injunction not to disobey Section 3 in the future. If 

there is another disobedience then-proved,the court could order. 
. . 

a forfeiture within the limits of assets subjected to for-

feiture, plus intensify the decree by ordering the defendant 

excluded from the areas in which he has been accustomed to 

conduct illegal operations. An additional and increased 

liability to financial forfeiture would be tied to this 

decree, which forfeiture now could be ordered for violating 

the area exclusion as well as the strictures of Section 3. 

Unlike Section 3 violations, area exclusior violations will 

be quite easy to prove and are not crime related. 

In the judgment of the writer, the financial threat 

that can be posed this ~ay probably is. sufficient of itself 

to cause intelligent, multiple-line big business criminal leaders 

to opt. out of the heroin traffic. These men are engaged in 

what they do for gain. What is money.worth if it cannot be 

enjoyed, or left to descendants or other successors to enjoy? 
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Given trials and contempt proceedings before federal 

district judges sitting in equity, the analogies to the Sherman 

Act case developments, and the threat new treaty extensions 

will increasingly contract the desirable areas of the world 

in which assets can be hidden or enjoyed, a very sobering 

economic threat appears. If this Act becomes law, the 

bosses of big organized crime are going to learn from at~or-

.' 
n~ys skilled in the sophisticated equity practice some chilling 

realities of a system of law from which they hitherto have 

been immune. There should result great unwillingness to,be 

a test case. There'even should be a strong tendency to 

get out·of all drug dealings, for if one deals in drugs other 

than heroin the risk of an adverse fact finding on heroin is 

dangerously enhanced, whether or not the found fact is correct. 

The law necessarily works in terms of facts found, not absolute 

truth which is inherently unknowable except to God and the 

actors themselves. This is particularly so where the proof 

has a substantial circumstantial evidence aspe~t. 

Th;e legal basis for this restraint is' rested on an 

analogy to peace bonds. The proposition is this: If there 

is constitutional power for mere.justices of the peace to 

put a poor man with very limited assets under the restraint 

of forfeiting all he has should he fail to obey and keep 

the peace in the future, there ought be no constitutional reason 

the Congress may not authorize federal district judges to lay 
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comparable, even if financially enorm?usly greater restraints, 

on a much more dangerous class of persons who, by making 

heroin available to addicts, create a much greater threat to 

community peace. 

The procedure of bonding a man to control his future 

behavior has ancient roots, long predating the Constitution. 

Though statutory in all st~tes today, it was one of the ppwers 

exercised by magistrates at common law and came into our law 

as part of the common law heritage. In re Sanderson, 289 

Mich. 165, 286 N.W. 198 (1939); Ex parte Garner, 93 Tex. Crim. 
, 

179, 246 S.W. 371 (1923); Note, 88 U. Pa. L. Rev. 331 (1940). 

(This note, critical of the peace bond though accurate in 

describing its history and legal standing, concludes with a 

statement which, applied to the proposed Act, would be 

strong support for using these procedures to check heroin 

trafficking even though the desirability of the peace bond is· 

debatable.) See also 12 Am. Jur. 2d Breach of Peace, Etc., 

I, §§41-51 (1964). The federal peace bond statute is 18 U.S.C. 

t §3043, which assimilates the somewhat varying peace bond 
\ 

procedures 6f the several ~tates into the feder~l scheme. 

It cannot be avoided that by this statute the Congress 

long has committed the United States to support of preventive 

bonding procedures. 

The peace bond is not criminal. There is no constitu-

tiona1'right to a jury trial. Authorities cited in the 
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previous paragraph and see also People v. Blaylock, 357 Ill. 

23, 191 N.E. 206 (1934) and Ex parte ~, 56 Cal. App. 2d 814, 

133 P.2d 637 (1943). The requisite standard of proof for 

imposition of the bond is civil, not the beyond reasonable doubt 

standard of the criminal law. Ex parte Luehrs, 152 Tex. Crim. 

348, 214 S.W.2d 126 (1948); In re Fenske, 148 Kan. 161, 79 

P.2d 829 (1938) i Ball v. Commomvealth, 149 Ky. 260, 147 S.W. , 

953 (1912); Note, 88 U. Pa. L. Rev. 331, 333 (1940). Though these cases 

support approximately a preponderance of the evidence test 

for peace bonds, the proposed Act deliberately has set the 

highest civil standard, clear and convincing proof. 

Contrary to the great weight of authority, two recent 

cases have held that peace bond proceedings aie criminal in 

nature. Santos v. Nahiwa, 50 Haw. 40, 487 P.2d 283 (1971); 

Roberts v. Janco, 335 F. Supp. 942 (N.D. W.Va. 1971). Both 

are tainted by facts indicating that indigent defendants 

actually were jailed by reason of financial inability to 

comply with the bonds demanded. This feature of the peace 

bond, not present in the proposed Act I has been the pri'illary 

source of constitutional' criticism. Davidow, The Texas' Peace 

Bond -- Can It Withstand Constitutional Attack?, 3 Tex. Tech. 

L. Rev. 265 (1972); Steele, Some Questions about the Constitu-

tiona 1i ty of Peace Bonds, 36 Tex. B.J. 303 (J.97 3 ): Note, 52 Va. 

L. Rev. 914 (1966); Note, 88 U. Pa. L.Rev. 331 (1940). Another e1e-

ment of criticism noted in these writings is that action is 
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taken on suspicion an offense may be committed though-it has 

not occurred. The format of the proposed Act supposes one 

prior proving by clear and convincing evidence of a prior 

. offense likely to recur, given the nature of the heroin traffic 

and organized crime. 

The use of a bond in support of an injunctive order is 

an established equity procedure. 42 Am. Jur. 2d, Injunc~ 

tions, §§310-316 (1969). Established federal procedures 

already exist placing in the federal district courts au-

thority to forfeit bonds as an incident of the main pro-

ceeding. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65.1; 42 Am. Jur. 

2d, Injunction, §38l (1969). 

Courts of equity, having in personam jurisdiction of 

the defendants before them, have power to command action or 

non-action in foreign jurisdictions. Steele v. Bulova Watch 

Co., 344 u.s. 280, 289 (1952) i 42 Am ... Tur. 2d, Injunctions, 

§252 (1969). Of course, as regards objects physically within 

a foreign nation,that .nation could block dispositions to which 

it objects, or, on principles of comity, the decree disposition 

could be supported. The reality is that treaty arrangements 

are required to make the extraterritorial aspects of decrees, 
I 

including forfeitures pursuant to them, effective. Sections 

3C, IlB and 12 of the proposed Act are designed to encourage 

foreign nations to cooperate through treaties in effecting 

these "extensions. 
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The balance of Section 9A is designed to aid in ferreting 

out or forfe) ting hidden assets. It may be de!sirable to elimi-

nate from the Act the authority of the court to consider silence, 

rested on the constitutional privilege against self-incrimination, 

as a basis for evaluating the extend of hidden assets. The 

power to require sworn statement of aszets until the privilege 

is claimed should be retained, however. It keeps an unwelcome 

but merited pressurE on the types of men at whom this Act is 

aimed . 

.COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 9D -- Area Exclusions 

By any rational view of man's treatment of man down the 

ages, civil exclusions of persons from specified areas, leaving 

a generous range of remaining territory in terms both of area 

and quality, is mild restraint. It is the concept of citizen 

liberties guaranteed by a written constitution, a refined, 

and historically quite new conception going beyond the require-

ments of civilized behavior, which raises here in the United 

States serious questions. 

Truly severe restraints, imposed as parole conditions 

upon a convicted felon, raise no comparable difficulties. 

Evidently the line is a somewhat artificial one which, for 

acceptance, depends on the ritual 6f criminal conviction. 

This consequence the ma~~ers of organized crime have been able 

very consistently to deny society as to themselves, because 

they are organized to prevent it. Tyler, ORGANIZED CRIME IN 

AMERICA 219-20 (1962) . 

The main thrust of this memorandum and the proposed law 
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it supports is to urge Bn expansion in la~ enforcement methods, 

calling to the aid of society the powers of equity, incorpo-

rating from it precedents or procedures which have a reasonable 

chance to stand constitutional testing. 

So vi8wed, and strictly limited to heroin trafficking 

which now is and for some years will continue to operate ain a 

zone of effects the courts surely must accept as a clear and 

present danger, there are powerful analogies in Supreme Court 

precedents'upholding area exclusions for defense reasons. It" 

is at least a rational and reasonable position that heroin 

addiction has developed conditions of addict-caused crime and 

terror in many of our cities justifying measures as stern as 

were upheld in defending the nation from military attack in 

World War II. 

Let ,it be noted, too, that in the proposed Act the area 

exclusions are not nearly as stringent as those already accepted 

in case precedents. Moreover, ·the legal procedures to identtfy 

individual offenders specifically are the detailed and scrupulous 

ones traditional to equity proceedings. .Finally, the proposed 

Act is replete with check and balance safeguards to terminate 

its operation when conditions are so far restored that a cl~ur 

and present danger declaration ca~ no longer be supported. 

Th~se safeguards were not present~ the case preceden~ an~logies 

relled upon here. 

The precedents are those dealing with the exclusio~ of 

Japanese-American citizens from the West Coast in World War II. 

This is one of the least attractive episodes in our national 

history. But, because the underlying facts are so distasteful, 
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there resulted a constitutional testing which should be of unusual 

reliability in predicting the extent of power to deal on a non-

criminal basis with men who rationally can be said to present 

a great danger to the nation. Of course that test was con-

ducted in terms of the war power and the proposed Act is rested 

on the clear and present danger concept, a distinction. But 

the President has de~lared the heroin evil to be comparable 

to the threat of an invading army, and any historian knows 
, 

there can be internal hazards threatening domestic chaos equal 

to the threat of attack by a foreign enemy. Consider that after 

viewing the heroin-ravaged neighborhoods of New York City the 

Columnist Stewart Alsop, no alarmist, declared, "Any measure, 

no matter how radical, which ho19S out any promise of con
I 

trolling the heroin malignancy, must be taken, and soon." 

NEWSWEEK, February 1, 1971 at 76. 

The cases are three: Hirabay&shi v. United States, 

320 U.S. 81 (1943); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 215 

(1944); and Ex parte Endo, 323 U.S. 283 (1944). The last two 

were decided the same day, when the eventual outcome of the 

war was clear. Korematsu is the area exclusion decision. 

Hirabayashi, a case dealing with the legality of a curfew 

imposed on Japanese-Americans pending their exclusion, needs 

to be read wi th care to .grasp the factual background and judi cial 

thinking that underly the Korematsu decision. 

The Court was unanimous in upholding curfew in Hirabayashi, 

an opinion by Chief Justice Stone. It divided in Korematsu, 

an opinion by Justice Black supported by five justices including 

Justice Douglasffid Chief Justice Stone, which upheld the 
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conviction of a Japanese-American for defying the exclusion 

order and remaining in the forbidden area. Justice Frank-

furter concurred specially. The dissent of Justice Roberts 

was on the substantially correct gound that incarceration in 

a concentration camp, considerably more than a mere area 

exclusion, was what was really involved, a reality that gave 

Justice Black some difficulty in writing a mere exclusion opini 9n . 

Justice Jackson wrote a strange dissent which, in effect, says 

the courts should refuse to pass on actions of the military 

and executive branch in the situation posed, a position which 

becomes even mor~ strange when one consider~ his role at 

Nuremberg a few years mter. Only Justice Murphy declared 

area exclusions unconstitutional, and his position likely would 

have been different had there been procedures to separate 

dangerous persons from the non~dangerouspopulation instead 

of excluding them on a mass basis with mere race as the 

decisive factor. 

Under close analysis Korematsu becomes a very powerful 

precedent~for area exclusions in appropriate cases, though 

the specific facts from T.V'hich it arose, presented again, 

might well produce a contrary result. One is entitled to 

bel ieve on the st ren9th of i t~ t.hat there are circumstances 

in which area exclusions of individuals will pass constitu-
·r·~ 

tional muster. Proof to a high degree of certainty of multiple 

complicity in h~roin trafficking conspiracies reasonably should 

be one of them. 
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In Endo the constitutional test was avoided through 

reading the pertinent orders and statutes involved to mean 

detention of an admittedly loyal citizen never was authorized, 

but Justice Douglas, author of that opinion, carefully limited 

it so that it would not prevent exclusion procedures that 

were justified. 323 U.S. at 301 

The Supreme Court in Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 

660, 665 (1962), in what can only have been intended as a 

deliberate judicial dictum, declared, "(A] state might es-

tablish a [civil] program of co~pulsory treatment for those 

addicted to narcotics. Such a program of treatment might 

require periods of- involuntary· cQnfinement." 

Some 34 states now are r~ported to have involuntary 

civil commitment statutes, 24 requiring only a showing of 

addiction and the other 10 a showing of "dangerousness" as 
. 

well. SECOND REPORT of the National Commission on Marihuana 

and Drug Abuse dated March, 1963 at 264. If"the heroin 

addict who is the victim of the supply system can be com-

mitted involuntarily through civil procedures for rehabilitation, 

is it consistent that a person proved to a very high standard 

of proof to have trafficked in th~ drug that made such vic-

tims cannot be excluded from his.area of operations in order 

that he can be prevented from continuing tHe damage? An af-

firmati'lle answer means the victim must endure a much greater 
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loss of liberty than can be laid upon the antisociil businessman 

of crime who made him an addict by supplying the 'drug. 

As a practical matter the exclusion of a crime, leader 

should not need to be maintained more than a few years. After 

that, as a marked man subject to possible reimposition of 

exclusion if doubts arise concerning his behavior, he would 

be broken, To avoid this consequence to him it should 

be preferable for such a man to take his organization out of 

heroin trafficking, bear down hard on the subordinate mem-

bership to obey, and possibly even order cooperation with 

the authorities in curbing lesser heroin traffi,cking orga-

nizations to improv~ his credentia~s as a non-trafficker. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 9H --

Monitoring Attendance 

At the maximum this restraint means a defendant, while 

free to move about as he chooses within the geographical a~ea 

permitted him, would have a federal agent at his side .. Some 

privacy could be afforded, particularly in the bedchamber, 

but with the agent out of physical earshot electronic sur-

veillance would replace his presence. The purpose'is utterly 

to break the leadership potential of any crime boss who 
.-

somehow has managed to keep control of his organization through 

an initial decree and at least one modifying intensification. 

This restraint, subject to reimposition as needed, probably 

would not need to' be maintained in effect for more than a few 
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months to accomplish final and lasting results. 

It is intended that the stringency of a monitoring 

I 
1 attendance could be reduced and continued on a less strict 
I, 
I basis as well as entirely suspended. The initial intensifying 
i 
I 

k decree, however, should be at maximum restraint so there could 
'I; 
I, be no argument that a reimposition represented a more serious 
I: 
" I: restraint than had been ordered previously. 
/: Ii Three things are to be specially noted concerning this 
I 

(i restraint. First, it cannot be imposed on less than a two-
it 
t' time recalcitrant. Second, it is unlikely the constitutional 
I 

I: test will arise. Any crime boss almost certa inly w'i 11 have 
II 
i been broken before 'this level is reached, making it unneces-

sary ever actually to apply it. It will, however, be highly 

effective to coerce obedience eveh as it stands untested 

on the books as the ultimate risk. Finally, there is no 

closely analogous precedent·to support this restraint, though 

non-criminal restraints that arguably are nore severe than 

this one can be identified. 

This restraint is unpleasant, but bearable. It is 

not, objectively viewed, much more severe than the loss or 

privacy presidential candidates knowingly contend for in 

their quest for the American presidency. Of course, sub-

jectively, the dignity and status represent(~d would be at 

opposite ends of the spectrum. 

The situation of the addict, actually incarcerated 

through civil procedures to effect his rehabilitation, not 
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just close ly attended, a lready has been tf e subject of comment 

in the Section 9D commentary. 

The case of the detained material witness is an inter-

esting one from the standpoint of th~ssection. Here, to 

assure evidence in an impending cri~inal trial or grand jury 

investigation, it is possible for a court actually to detain. 

a witness who has done no vJrong. The feder.al procedure. found i.n, 

18 U.S. C. §3149, is upheld and discussed in great detail in Bacon v. 

United States, 449 F. 2d 933 (9th Cir" 1971). The basis of the power 

is that it was a part of the common law in effect at the adoption of 

the Constitution. That it represents a,n accomn10dation between neces-

sity and usual civil Uberties suggests that other exceptional accommo-

dations also can be constitutional. It is not just any criminality that 

is involved in this proposed Act, but a criminality which is at the core 

of probably the single most damaging criminal activity with which our 

society is afflicted. Moreover, the targets of this Act are not mere 

witnesses but actors, and the rf;'.l~raint proposed is less than detention. 

Somewhat in the same vein, though not as strong an 

analogy because crimina~ suspects are involved, is 18 U.S.C. 

§3l46 authorizing conditions of release in non-capital 

cases prior to trial which, if not complied with, can result 

in detention of persons Wh0~ since not yet tried, still enjoy 
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the presumption of· innocence. 

The chances are good enough that this restraint will 

stand up in the constitutional testing that it would be a 

reckless crime boss who would dare the issue. They are not 

reckless men. 

COMMENTARY RELATING TO SECTION 10 --

Obtainirig Evidence 

'Se~tion lOA raises no legal,issues. It is within the 

province of Congress to limit, if it wishes, which among the 

legal evidence gathering methods, devices and tactics may 

be used in making cases under the proposed Act. The exclusion 

of electronic surveillance eviderl'Ce from among methods di-

rectly authorized by this Pct is a voluntary disability that 

is deemed desirable because of a feeling such is not seemly 

in a civil statute. Were the poirit pressed, however, any 

methods of obtaining evidences that are legal under th~ 

more demanding criminal standards would seem to be supportable 

in,civil matters. 

The balance of Section 10 is quite another matter. If 

the objective were simple perpetuation of testimony that might 

become unavailable by reason of death or disappearance of a 

witness, Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 15 already would 
., 

provide a satl sfactory procedure. 'But much more is sought. 

It is intended that-the use of the depositions taken be 

indefinitely deferred for the protection of informers. The 

purpose is to reverse the pattern of insider silence enforced 

by the dis.cipline of death which now so effectively protects 
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crime syndicate bosses. The legal problem posed is to accommodate 

the right to a speedy criminal trial with this protection for 

informers. 

Informer protection will be automatic if defendants 

informed against do not demand the evidence be taken before 

a grand jury. And, because this method of obtaining evidence 

is intended to be used only against top bosses and where the 

content of the evidence so bargained for is an extremely 

damning nature;' it is unlikely the demand for grarid jury 

action will be made. 

There is a const~tutional ri~ht to a speedy trial. 

Strunk v. United St~tes, 93 S. Ct~ 2260 (1973). This right 

has been said not to arise until a defendarit is charged, 

united States v. Marion, 404 U.S. 307 (1971), but no reliance 

should be placed on that holding in the context of the pro-

posed Act where it is intended that criminal charging will 

be indefinitely withheld. The Marion case rationale is 

primarily rested on the consideration that statutes of limita-

tions terminate criminal liability when suit is'not brought, 

a ba~ that is deliberately.set aside in the proposed Act. 

Nickens v. United states, 116 U.S. App. D.C. 338, 

323 F.2d 808 (1963), ce~t. den. 379 U.S. 905 (1964), states 

that due process is violated when formal criminal, charging is 

oppressively withheld, a conclusion with which this commentary 

is not disposed to quarrel. Here, however, a critical element 
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has been added. Knowing the nature of the deposition evidence 

against them, persons adversely affected are given the optio~ 

of demanding and obtaining speedy criminal trials if they wish 

them. This seems an ample compliance with the requirements 

stated in Dickey v. Florida, 398 U.S: 30 (l970), which over-

turned a conviction where a demand for sp~edy trial was not 

complied with. 

The most important decision in this area probably is 

Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972). This case, after noting 

that the right to a speedy trial is less fundamental than such 

constitutional safeguards as ~he right to counselor to be 

free from self-incrimination, hel~ that its' deprivation is 

not constitutionally objectionable if it does not prejudice 

a defendant's ability to defend. ~t scarcely can be pre-

judi~i~l when a putative criminal defendant himself holds 

the power of deciding if he'will become an actual criminal 

defendant while the government, on the other hand, is dis-

abled from proceeding criminally on the basis of the evidence 

it holds unless and until a future 'event, which may never 

occur, occurs. 

The situation is concededly an uncomfortable one. 

Indeed, that discomfort is the basis of the infor~er pro-

t~ctio~ intended. But no right to a speedy ·t~ial has been 

denied. 

Unless the statute of limitations already has run on 
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a criminal violation, liability to prosecution can be extended, 

State v. Ferrie, 243 Va. 416, 144 So.2d 380 (1962). As this 

case makes plain, statutes of limitations are acts of grace 

without which the power to prosecute could extend indefinitely. 

But the problem here is not extension as such. It is whether 

limitations on past criminal behavior can be suspended selec-

tively as to some probable violators without doing so for 

all violators. 

Under statutes so providing, the running of limitations 

can be suspended for absence from the state, concealment in 

avoidance of process, and concealment of the fact a crime 

has been committed. ,21 Am. Jur. 2d, Criminal Law §§159, 160 

(1965). With regard to tolling for concealment of a crime 

see Annotation, 110 A.L.R. 1000 (1937). The analogy of these 

bases for tolling limitations selectively is compelling. 

Where the defendant has the power to t,erminate the inability 

to prosecute, the government having disabled itself in order 

to obtain its evidence, one has about the same situation as 

a concealment. 

The federal government has tolled limitations on a 

selective basis in the case of criminals fleeing justice for 

many years. 18 u.s.c. §3290. No constitutional barrier is 

apparent to prevent such tolling from being extended as proposed. 

There is no square precedent available, and the legal 

test 0 f th is procedure may be Lmg in coming. Given the caution 

and prudence of the small group of men at which this section 

i.s aimed', there will be much reluctance to create the basis 

for a test, unless it somepow might be accomplished on a 
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declaratory judgment basis. However, any such test requires 

a real and present controversy and the United states has dis-

abled itself from any power to use the evidence unless the 

informer is assassinated or disappear~ in circumstances sug-

gestive of foul play, something that ,may never happen. 

It is now substantially established that prior testi-

mony under oath, where there was right of cross examination 

by the defendant, is admissible. Mattox v. United States, 

156 U.S. 237 (1895) ~ Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400 (1965). 

The standards to be met are enumerated in the recent case of 

California v. Green, 399 U.S. 149 (1970) as (1) the accused 

must be represented at the prior hearing by counsel, (2) the 

witness must be under oath, (3) the opportunity to cross-

examine must be given and (4) the tribunal must be equipped 

to make record. The proposed Act meets all these standards. 

The fact that the prior testimony was taken in a forum 

where the evidentiary standa~d was lower than the criminal 

case in which it is now introduced has not barred use of the 

prior testimony. Barber v. Page, 390 U.S. 719, 726 (1968),' 

involved prior evidence at a preliminary hearing. In Fleur~ V. 

Edwards, 14 N.Y.2d 334, 200 N.E.2d 550 (1964) the use of 

testimony taken at a prior administrative hearing was upheld. 

The proposed Act presents a stronger case than these. 

Here the prior deposition is usable only against specifically 

notified persons who will know exactly the extreme gravamen 

and intended purpose of it if the witness becomes unavailable 

as a result of foul play. That they 'may choose not to cross-

examine is not chargeable to the procedure, b~t to the 
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involvement of the notified persons in prior criminal activities 

which they will not often wish further to define or challenge 

for reasons of pure self-interest. 

It is not intended by this section to reduce the good 

faith obligation on the government to show witness unavail-

ability before the prior testimony could be offered. Reynolds 

v. United States, 98 U.S. 145 (1879) i 5 Wigmore, EVIDENCE 

§1405. It is assumed the Attorney General will develop appro-" 

priate notice procedures to advise putative defendants of 

the nature of their involvements in the prospective testimony, 

which notice would be given enough in advance to afford an 

opportunity to prep~re cross-examination. These are not 

problem poin·ts and will not be examined in this memorandum. 

The grant of complete t.ran sactiona 1 i mmuni ty and not 

mere use immunity to informers is at once within the power 

of Congress to grant and probably absolutely essential to 

obtain informer cooperation in the context proposed to obtain 

it, for these informers are apt to be deeply involved themselves 

in some or all of the very serious criminal activities (possibly 

including even murders) concerning which they will be test i-

fying. It is also another reason the grant should be used in 

a very sparing fashion and limited to just situations where 

absolutely critical evidence cannot otherwise be obtained. 

The depositions taken will be chiefly concerned wi~.:.h 

evidence relating to illicit heroin trafficking activities. 
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It is not intended, however, that subsequent p~osecutions be 

so limited. Any felony of which notice was fairly given that 

was developed by deposition testimony could be prosecuted 

should an event occur raising the ban on criminal use of 

the deposition. 

CONCLUDING CO~~NTARY 

Sections 11, 12, 13 and 14 of the proposed Act merit 

no separate commentaries. In addition to matters noted in 

previous commentaries these points are rn""de conce,rning these sections. 

Section 12 is deliberately framed to encourage appeals 

to for e i g n ava~ice as well a~ principle in the making 

of treaties to extend jurisdictional reach. From the stand-

point of the United states the primary treaty objective is 

to make as much of the world as possible insecure for defendants 

and the concealed assets of defendants. If legitimating 

forei~n seizure of their assets through treaties will aid in 

accomplishing this end (and it should, powerfully), it is 

a small matter that the situs nation retains some or all 

assets forfeited. 

Section 14 dealing with construction and severability 

is designed to make it impossible entirely to defeat the Act 

on constitutional grounds, and just about as impossible totally 

to defeat any of its parts. The purpose is to keep constitutional 
.; 

!~ilures to just failures in specific appLications to specific defendants . 
. . . 
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't,. An example of the current standard federal severability 

sevtion style is 21 U.S.C. §90l in the Drug Abuse Prevention 

and Control Act of 1970 . 

. ' 
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